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1-Introduction:
Atmosphere of Press
Freedom During the
Pandemic
In 2020, the pandemic of the century and legal developments throughout the year deepened
the deadlock media in Turkey faces. As every disaster or authoritarian regimes produce, media
in Turkey has also begun to create new, alternative, and critical spaces. Implemented by the
Association of Journalists and funded by the European Union, “Media for Democracy, Democracy
for Media Project” (M4D) since 2019, through its quarterly and annual reports, has been monitoring
developments in the media and these newly created spaces. This report contains a compilation of
noteworthy events documented in M4D Project’s 2020 quarterly reports1 and an evaluation and list
of suggestions to improve freedom of the press.
It is safe to say that 2020 has been no different than the past 5 years in terms of journalists being
condemned to prisons or being forced to attend one trial after the other. Based on the data of the
Association of Journalists “Press for Freedom Project”, following the coup attempt of 2016 the
number of journalists behind bars was 158; while this figure has been steadily decreasing, as of the
end of 2020, there has not been a significant decrease in the numbers of journalists being detained
or taken to court. Press for Freedom Project contends there are at least 72 journalists behind bars
as of the end of 2020. As for the unique aspects of this year, due to the Covid-19 outbreak, there
was a sharp decline in determining factors of media production such as newspaper sales, the
ratio of advertising and advertisement revenues to inflation, and media worker figures. Meanwhile
the Law on the Execution of Sentences and Security Measures, the new internet regulation, and
regulations regarding severance pay and depreciation continued to negatively impact professional
sustainability and freedom of the press. The acts that paved the way for these developments are
not solely tied to press freedom but are also related to issues regarding democracy and human
rights.
Following Turkey’s transition to a presidential system, freedom of the press and many other facets
of everyday life have been affected by anti-democratic practices such as: omnibus bills being issued
one after the other; increased pressure on human rights activities; smear campaigns targeting local
administrations and attempts to render them non-functional; rendering the opposition ineffective
in parliament through majority vote; detainments targeting members of parliament; the removal of
1 http://media4democracy.org/reports/

mayors of HDP (Peoples’ Democratic Party) municipalities; and university directors being appointed
rather than being elected. According to the annual Freedom House democracy index, Turkey remained
vastly behind OECD countries as well as being below the world average in 2020. With only 32 points
out of 100, Turkey remains as a “Not Free Country” on the list2. Similarly, the Bertelsmann Stiftung
foundation, which has been publishing a democracy index for many years, classified Turkey as an
“authoritarian country” as of the end of 2019 and regressing from an “imperfect democracy” by
ranking 140 out of 179 countries3. In its report “Undue Influence on Law-Making and the Judiciary
in the Western Balkans and Turkey” Transparency International underlined government corruption,
the politicization of the justice system, and the failure to implement promised democratic reforms
in Turkey4.

2020 in 10 Significant Developments
TThroughout 2020, the media in Turkey witnessed devastating developments each month. In this
context, the media is trying to rebuild itself while also trying to establish new spaces of existence.
Here are some of the most important developments in terms of freedom of the press in 20205:

Covid-19 and the press: The effects of the pandemic manifested financially at first.
Newspaper sales decreased by 30% in March following the pandemic arriving in Turkey.
While certain measures from the Press Advertisement Agency (BİK) such as allowing outlets to publish
on alternate days, and local administrations providing incentives had a positive impact on the local
press, they remained insufficient as the effects of the pandemic increased. The Ministry of Health issuing
statements that caused much confusion, and journalists without accreditation not being able to access
data were other noteworthy issues of the year. In addition to this, news bureaus not taking the necessary
precautions against the pandemic and press workers facing rights losses were other issues pertaining to
the pandemic. According to information gathered from various sources, at least 22 journalists have lost
their lives in Turkey due to the pandemic.

Press-cards: In January, the Directorate of Communications cancelled the press-cards of
894 journalists. Although this decision was quickly revoked under the guise of the cancelled
M4D Project 2020 Media Monitoring Report

press-cards being “under evaluation” it has been observed that many journalists are yet to
receive their press-cards. In addition to the Directorate of Communications not answering
any questions regarding this subject, press organizations stated that as of the end of 2020 more than
620 journalists have not been issued a press-card. As courts have started to contend that owning a press
card is the only proof of being a journalist6 it appears that this issue will continue to grow in significance.

2 https://freedomhouse.org/explore-the-map?type=fiw&year=2020&country=TUR
3 https://www.dw.com/tr/t%C3%BCrkiye-eksik-demokrasiden-%C4%B1l%C4%B1ml%C4%B1-otokrasiye-geriledi/a-54261148
4 https://images.transparencycdn.org/images/2020_Report_ExaminingStateCapture_English.pdf
5 For a detailed analysis of this part of the report please refer to the quarterly reports of the M4D: Project http://media4democracy.org/
en/reports/
6 https://www.mlsaturkey.com/tr/gazeteci-nurcan-yalcin-hakim-karsisina-cikti/
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The Law on the Execution of Sentences and Security Measures: Through this law, many
people serving their sentences in prison were granted amnesty while those who were
imprisoned on grounds of “terrorism” charges remain behind bars. Meanwhile, newspapers
that were not authorized to receive official advertisements/announcements were barred from entering
prisons.

Press Advertising Authority (BİK) and Radio and Television Supreme Council (RTÜK):
Official advertisement/announcement bans, administrative fines and broadcast bans
issued by these institutions significantly impacted newspapers, television channels, and
even at times online news platforms. Fines issued by both institutions caused significant controversy due
to their arbitrariness and double standards. Opposition news organizations such as Evrensel, BirGün, Tele
1, Halk TV, Fox TV etc. were fined millions of liras.

Freedom of expression and of the press trials: Can Dündar, Müyesser Yıldız, Ayşegül Doğan,
Ahmet Altan and many others... Although these journalists are known for having different
political views, they have one thing in common: they tried to produce news without being
pro-government. What these four journalists have in common can be cited as the main reason behind
legal proceedings targeting journalists in 2020. Hundreds of opposition journalists stood trial on grounds
of insulting the President, inciting hatred and enmity among the public etc. Meanwhile, Selahattin
Demirtaş, Osman Kavala, Enis Berberoğlu were declared as “public enemies” by the government, and
were the subjects of judgements issued by the Constitutional Court and the European Court of Human
Rights; both of which made many to question the existence of democracy in Turkey.

Freedom of accessing information regarding the President, his party and his relatives:
Regarding this past year, it is safe to say the President has been mostly linked with
defamation suits in terms of the media. Meanwhile, AKP ministers, members of parliament,
bureaucrats, the President’s son and his wife become topics of discussion in terms of access restrictions
imposed on news regarding said people. Journalists and newspapers that wrote about the wealth,
news was subject to access restrictions. CHP Mersin Deputy Ali Mahir Başarır announced in December
that between 2014-2019 the President had taken a total of 63 thousand 31 people to court alleging
defamation. Out of these cases, 3,831 people received fines7.

Targeting, threats, insults and violence: Prominent incidents of oppressive practices
targeting journalists this year were Minister of Interior Süleyman Soylu insulting journalist
Saygı Öztürk by calling him “dishonourable”, journalist Barış Pehlivan being subjected to
physical violence while being detained, and Fox TV being directly targeted by the President.
These three incidents are but a few of hundreds of similar cases.
7 https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2020/gundem/erdogana-hakaretten-63-bin-41-kisiye-dava-acildi-6123830/
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expenditures, professional capabilities of the aforementioned people were taken to court while their

New internet regulation: The new regulation, which is claimed to be even more liberal than
such regulations in countries like Germany and France, was enacted in the speed of light,
and was quickly followed by millions of liras in fines being issued to large social media
platforms that do not have representatives in Turkey. Meanwhile, the regulation enabled content to be
removed from the internet forever on grounds of “the right to be forgotten”.

Depreciation shares: Although the Constitutional Court had ruled that the right depreciation
shares should be amended to include online journalists within its scope, it was enacted
in parliament in its original form excluding them. While considered to be a positive
development due to granting journalists compensation for depreciation, it is still considered controversial
for not including online journalists. The law is expected to be brought to the Constitutional Court once
again with a request for its cancellation before long8.

Censorship and self-censorship: While censorship is an ever-present problem, and can be
observed in many different forms throughout 2020, an interesting example of it occurred
regarding Finance and Treasury Minister Berat Albayrak9, when mainstream media did
not broadcast Albayrak’s resignation for 27 hours. In addition, Olay TV, founded by Cavit
Çağlar, despite there not being an official account, was shut down only 26 days after its founding due to
pressure from the government10; a truly one-of-a-kind incident.

These developments, which demonstrate the ruinous situation the media in Turkey has found
itself in, display the conditions of freedom of the press throughout the year. Failing in terms of
both democracy and liberties, Turkey now faces being kicked out of the “club”. In 2021, Turkey
faces possible sanctions due to not fulfilling its obligations to the ECtHR, and not reinstating rights
losses mentioned in mechanisms such as the United Nations Universal Periodic Review and the EU
Progress Report.

Freedom of the Press in Turkey Through the Eyes of the World
M4D Project 2020 Media Monitoring Report

Considering the developments in press freedom in Turkey, it is not difficult to gather what
international reports have had to say about these issues. According to Reporters Without Borders’
(RSF) annual World Press Freedom Index, Turkey ranked 154 out of 180 countries11. The Economist
published an index at the beginning of the year placing Turkey in a similar position in terms of its
democracy. Turkey ranked 110 out of 167 countries in this index12. Similarly, according to data
issued by the ECtHR Turkey ranks second after Russia in terms of the number of court cases
8 https://www.evrensel.net/haber/420432/fiili-hizmet-zammina-basin-karti-kosulu-anayasa-mahkemesine-tasinacak
9 https://www.evrensel.net/haber/418388/medyanin-berat-albayrak-suskunlugu-halkin-haber-alma-hakkina-ihanet-edildi
10 An official reason not being given for the closure of the TV station could also be considered as censorship. The reason given by the
TV station administrators was ‘pressure from the government following a HDP group meeting being aired’.
11 https://rsf.org/en/2020-world-press-freedom-index-entering-decisive-decade-journalism-exacerbated-coronavirus
12 https://www.duvarenglish.com/politics/2020/01/22/turkey-ranks-110th-among-160-countries-in-the-economists-democracyindex
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pending a verdict regarding freedom of expression and of the press. This is not only the case in
Turkey but holds true for the rest of the world, journalists are among those who are most affected
by rising authoritarian regimes. According to reports published by Reporters Without Borders, the
Committee to Protect Journalists and UNESCO, more than 30 journalists13 and a total of 59 media
workers14 were murdered. Similarly, a minimum of 387 members of the press remain behind bars
across the globe. When these difficult circumstances are coupled with the added burden of the
Covid-19 pandemic, the importance of states abiding by international law and protecting the rights
of journalists and press freedom become increasingly important.
“EU Turkey Progress Report” published in October draws attention to similar realities, as well.
Critical aspects of the report focusing on freedom of the press were gathered under the following
headings15:
•

Journalists not being able to benefit from the Law on the Execution of Sentences and
Security Measures,

•

Arbitrariness of sentences handed out on grounds of “conducting terrorist propaganda”,

•

Journalists and human rights advocates being subject to mistreatment during detention
and in prisons,

•

Cancellation of press-cards and accreditation measures imposed on international press
workers in Turkey,

•

Smear campaigns targeting the press,

•

RTÜK fines and cancellation of broadcasting licences,

•

Low average wages of journalists, mass lay-offs and not being able to benefit from
depreciation shares.

In addition to the headings given above, the Progress Report also includes a part that contains
suggestions on freedom of expression and of the press. In addition to the report, another
to start monitoring Turkey again. The Council made this decision based on “the Presidential
system weakening the independence of the judiciary, the removal of the immunity of members
of parliament, the amendment of the legal practitioners act through the multiple bar law, state
appointed mayors, pressure on journalists and opposition politicians”16 and called for Turkey to
start following European standards. Similarly, the Council of Europe Venice Commission stated that
13 https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2020/dunya/gazeteci-cinayetleri-iki-katlandi-6178919/ RsF states in its 2020 report that at least 50
journalists have been murdered, yet taking into account the minimum figures issued by these reports we have stated that 30 journalists
have been murdered. For the RsF report please follow this link: https://www.dw.com/tr/rsf-2020-y%C4%B1l%C4%B1nda-50-gazeteci%C3%B6ld%C3%BCr%C3%BCld%C3%BC/a-56080094
14 https://www.amerikaninsesi.com/a/unesco-2020de-59-medya-calisani-olduruldu/5711162.html
15 https://www.ab.gov.tr/siteimages/trkiye_raporustrateji_belgesi_2020/turkey_report_2020.pdf
16 https://www.karar.com/avrupa-konseyi-turkiyeyi-yeniden-izlemeye-aldi-berberoglu-meclise-donmeli-1590981
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development this year was the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe’s decision

the amendment of legal practitioners act and the transition to a multiple bar system would pave the
way for politicizing the justice system17.
In addition to the developments mentioned above, for more detailed information about the daily
developments in freedom of expression and the press over the last year click here to access the
monthly reports of the Association of Journalists- Press for Freedom Project, and the quarterly
reports of the M4D Project. This report also contains the results of the Job Satisfaction Survey and
an assessment regarding freedom of the press.

2-Methodology
M4D Projects continues to conduct its monitoring activities on a quarterly and annual basis. The
methodology for both quarterly and annual reports is as follows:

M4D Project 2020 Media Monitoring Report

Table-1: M4D Project Media Monitoring Report Methodology Chart

Topic

Sub-topic

Indicators

Data source

1-Freedom of the press:
legal regulations, state and
government policies

•
•
•
•
•

• Legal amendments
• Applications to
and verdicts of the
Constitutional Court
• Applications to the ECtHR
and its verdicts
• Number of imprisoned
journalists
• Number of press-cards,
application response
duration, cancellations
• RTÜK and BİK fines
• BİK official
announcement
distribution
• Violence, censorship,
targeting, threats and
discrimination focused

• Domestic legislation
• Constitutional Court
database
• ECtHR database
• Press for Freedom
Project database
• Open sources
• Professional Evaluation
surveys
• Written questions
submitted in parliament
• RTÜK and BİK databases
• CIMER applications for
obtaining information
• M4D Project Situation
Assessment Meetings

2- Political economy of the
media

• Fiscal policies and
publication principles of
media organizations
• Media ownership
• Situation of press
workers

• Qualitative review of
publication principles
• Qualitative review of
fiscal policy statements
• Organic and indirect
relationship of media
ownership & political
power
• Capital concentration
and media consumption
relationship
• Advertising &
announcement policies
• Union membership &
collective bargaining
agreements
• Journalist salaries &
social benefits
• Lay-offs

• Open sources
• Media organizations’
activity reports
• Publication principles
• speedmedya.com
newspaper circulation
data
• TV Audience Research
Company (TİAK) viewer
rating data
• Alexa and Similar Web
click statistics
• Media Cat columnists’
share index
• Union statistics
• Professional Evaluation
surveys

Legal regulations
Press trials
Press-card regulations
RTÜK and BİK decisions
Censorship, selfcensorship, violence,
targeting, threats,
discrimination

17 https://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/?pdf=CDL-AD(2020)029-e
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3-News production and its
value

• News production and
investigative journalism
• Disinformation & the
monopoly of information

• Independence and
access to means of
production during news
production
• Access to news sources
• Concentration of
accreditation
• Concentration of “copypaste” news

• Open sources
• M4D Project Situation
Assessment Meetings
• Professional Evaluation
surveys

4-Advocacy work and new
initiatives by journalists

• Union activities
• Activities of the
Association, political
parties and other CSOs
• International civil society
and European Union
activities
• New initiatives of
journalists and personal
advocacy work

• The number, quality and
accessibility of freedom
of expression campaigns
• Impact of advocacy work
on changes in legislation
• Number of initiatives
started by journalists and
their sustainability
• Reports of international
mechanisms and
concentration of
suggestions made and
sanctions imposed to
Turkey

• Open sources
• M4D Project Situation
Assessment Meetings
• Professional Evaluation
surveys
• National, regional and
international media
monitoring reports

This indicator and data collection methodology table was inspired by “Guidelines for EU support
to media freedom and media integrity in enlargement countries”18 document. The indicators
expressed in the latter document which were prepared in the context of the 2014-2020 Enlargement
Policy were adapted to the specific conditions of Turkey by reviewing accessible data sets.
While a certain portion of data sources given in the chart are open to access, the following are
not: statistics regarding press-cards, blocked websites and social media accounts, BİK fines and
official advertisement distributions, and activity reports of media organizations. Although the data
mentioned above is not required to be shared with the public, sharing it would serve public interest;
the editors of the report contacted the Presidential Information Centre (CİMER) and submitted 4
individual applications yet all were denied. According to Article 7 of Law No:4982 “Institutions and
organizations may deny petitions requesting information or documents to be used as part of a
separate or private study, research, examination or analysis”. Here are the 4 petitions submitted to
the Presidential Information Centre requesting information which were denied:
1. Statistics regarding “the distribution of organizations receiving support according to name”
TRY distributed by the Press Advertisement Agency in 201919,
2. The number and list of websites in the “news” category that were subject to access restrictions
and/or protection measures between 1 January 2020 and 1 December 2020; the number and
list of URLs subject to access restrictions as a result of publication bans between 1 January
2020 and 1 December 2020; the number of individual applications made to CİMER as part of
“Protection of Private Life on the Internet” and as a result how many URLs were subject to
access restrictions,
18 https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/sites/near/files/pdf/press_corner/elarg-guidelines-for-media-freedom-andintegrity_210214.pdf
19 https://www.bik.gov.tr/2019-yazili-medya-istatistikleri-aciklandi/
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in terms of official advertisements/announcements amounting 467 million 41 thousand 82

3. Number of Press-Card and Permanent Press-Card applications that have been submitted to
the Directorate of Communications and are under review as of 01.12.2020,
4. The number of journalists in prison and on trial as of 28.12.2020.
Difficulties faced during data collection are tried to be overcome by using the own sources of the
Association of Journalists and M4D Project. Data collected by the Association of JournalistsPress for Freedom Project’s monthly reports provide a solid foundation for M4D Project’s reports.
The biannual professional evaluation surveys are also used to gather the input of journalists on
each heading of the reports. Our survey conducted in June 2020 reached 63 journalists, while
the other one held in December accessed 133 journalists. These surveys, circulated as an opencall via the social media accounts of the Association of Journalists and M4D Project, gathered
data on the working conditions of journalists during Covid-19, press-cards, censorship and selfcensorship, gender in the media, professional satisfaction, news sources, personal rights, and work
life. In addition, three Situation Assessment Meetings were held throughout 2020. These meetings
were respectively “Issues of Local Media in Aegean and Marmara Regions”, “Problems of the Press
during Covid-19” and “Solidarity among Professional Organizations and Depreciation Shares”; data
collected during these meetings were analysed in M4D Project’s reports20.
In addition to the M4D Project 2020 Media Monitoring Report, which also contains the results of
the survey conducted in December, please find below a list of other reports of the Association of
Journalists:
•

Press for Freedom Project monthly reports:
http://media4democracy.org/reports/ (in Turkish)

•

M4D Project January-February-March 2020 Report:
http://media4democracy.org/public/uploads/reports_7994587.pdf

•

M4D Project April-May-June 2020 Report::
http://media4democracy.org/public/uploads/reports_6221589.pdf

M4D Project 2020 Media Monitoring Report

•

M4D Project July-August-September 2020 Report:
http://media4democracy.org/public/uploads/reports_6399322.pdf

20 For an analysis of the survey conducted in June and the situation assessment meetings please follow this link: http://
media4democracy.org/public/uploads/reports_6221589.pdf
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3-Developments
Related to the Covid-19
Pandemic
The most important topic of 2020 in Turkey was Covid-19, as has been the case for the rest of the
world. Across the globe, issues the media faced during the pandemic could be listed as follows:
deaths of journalists due to the pandemic or related health problems; states not transparently
sharing data regarding the pandemic; lack of necessary preventative measures taken for journalists
working on-field; economic and social losses related to the pandemic.
M4D Project held two Situation Assessment meetings in the second quarter of 2020 to gather
information about issues and inputs of journalists specific to the quarter; two professional
evaluation surveys were also conducted to gather data regarding issues journalists faced during
Covid-19. Before going into an analysis of the gathered data, it is important to note that according
to our research, conducted using open sources and taking into consideration information published
by other organizations, a total of 22 journalists have died in Turkey since the first case of Covid-19
was discovered in March. Below is a list of all the journalists in Turkey who have sadly passed away
due to the pandemic21:
1. Ahmet Kekeç / İstanbul – Star Newspapers
2. Ahmet Özcan / Rize – Ardeşen’in Sesi
3. Akif Çelik / Malatya – Sports Media and Writers Association
4. Cengiz Koncuk / Gaziantep – Amatörce Newspaper

6. Fethi Şimşek / Burdur – Hürriyet, Burdur FM
7. Hacı Bozkurt / Adıyaman – DHA
8. Hasan Can / Konya – TRT
9. Hıdır Keleş / Kars – Halk Newspaper, Küresel Gazetecilik Konseyi
10. Hikmet Bakan / Van – ATV, Show TV
21 The names in the list were compiled from information given in the following sources:https://www.pressemblem.ch/https://www.tgf.
com.tr/haberler/turkiye-gazeteciler-federasyonu-tgf-62-baskanlar-konseyi-sonuc-bildirgesi-basina-destek-sart-h528.htmlhttps://
www.kgk.org.tr/kgk-covid-19-raporu-2020de-20-gazeteciyi-koronavirusten-kaybettik/
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5. Ferhat Koç / Ankara – Millî Newspaper

11. İbrahim Toru / Urfa – Kanal Urfa TV
12. İlhan Erk / Adana – Sports Correspondent
13. İsmail Has / Osmaniye – Haber 80
14. Kenan Akın / İstanbul – Ortadoğu Newspaper, Member of Press Council High Commission
15. Muhammet Arbağ / Osmaniye – TRT
16. Omar Khashram / İstanbul – Al Jazeera Turkey
17. Sabahattin Kaya / Mardin – AA Ömerli Correspondent
18. Süleyman Şah Gökcan / Muğla – Şah Medya
19. Süleyman Usta / Rize – Sarıyer Newspaper, Çay TV
20. Tevfik Fazlı Doğan / Hatay – Zafer Newspaper
21. Yakup Kocabaş / Antalya – Gündem Newspaper
22. Yılmaz Tarancı / Diyarbakır – Dokuz8Haber
It is important to note that, following health-care workers, journalists were among one of the highest
risk groups that had to work on-field throughout 2020 as required by their profession. When responses
given to M4D Project’s survey are observed, the issues that have caused health problems and even
deaths among journalists become quite clear.
Access to PPE: The survey asked “Does the organization you work for provide you with personal
protective equipment?” to which 107 active journalists responded; of these journalists 36.6% stated
the organization they work for provided them with sufficient equipment in quality and quantity while
24.2% stated the equipment lacked in quality or in quantity. A large segment of respondents (41.2%)
stated their organization did not provide them with any kind of protective equipment. 
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Graph-1: Survey responses- “Does the organization you work for provide you with personal protective
equipment?” (Active journalists)
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107 Answers

16,8%

My organisation does not provide any protective equipment (48)

41,2%

The provided equipment is either of not sufficient quality or
quantity (38)
Provided but lacking in quantity (18)
Provided but lacking in quality (8)

34,6%
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Social distancing: One of the questions in the survey was “If you work on-field, do people in your
work environment follow social distancing rules?” to which 46 journalists actively working on-field
responded. Of these 46 journalists, 22 of them (47.8%) said “Yes/Mostly”, while 10 journalists (21.8%)
stated “journalism practised on-field is incompatible with social distancing rules” and 14 journalists
(30.4%) stated “No”. Based on these figures we can conclude that the pandemic poses an inherent
risk to the profession of journalism while the majority of journalists working on-field follow social
distancing rules.
Graph-2: Survey responses- “During the pandemic, do people in your work environment follow social
distancing rules?” (Journalists working on-field)

46 Answers
30,4%
47,8%
21,8%

They fully follow social distancing /
They mostly follow social distancing (22)
My field of work is incompatible with social distancing (10)
No they don't / Not at all (14)

Rights losses: When we observe rights oriented problems of journalists during the pandemic, we
see that almost half have experienced rights losses. These rights losses manifest in different forms
ranging from lay-offs to pay cuts. Out of the 111 journalists who responded to this question in the
survey, 66 stated they did not experience any rights losses. 6 journalists stated they experienced a
significant decrease in their workload. 7 journalists responded that they experienced rights losses
through tasks they had been assigned, the most common being: mandatory on-field assignments
and transitioning to working digitally. 25 journalists stated they suffered from financial loses
allowance/pay, and forced retirement. Finally, 7 journalists stated they were laid off during this
period. International Press Institute’s (IPI) media monitoring mechanism, developed to document
rights violations and increased pressure on the press during Covid-19, also provides similar results.
11 different cases documented within the scope of the mechanism confirms that there have -in
fact- been press workers that were detained for news they produced about Covid-19, TV stations
that were given administrative fines, and press workers that were forced to work without taking any
measures against the pandemic22.

22 https://ipi.media/covid19-media-freedom-monitoring/
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such as not being able to benefit from insurance premiums, transitioning to short-time working

Graph-3: Survey responses- “Have you experienced any loss of rights during the pandemic?” (Active
journalists)

5,4%

6,3

111 Answers

%

6,3

%

22,5%

No, I have not (66)
Losses based on salary, work objectives and
labour rights in general (25)

59,5%

Discharged (7)
Losses based on work flow (7)
Decrease in work load (6)

Trust in Official Figures, Disinformation: One of the most striking findings of the survey was the
level of trust journalists had regarding primary news sources, in other words figures issued by the
Ministry of Health. The survey contained the question “Do you trust figures issued by official sources
about the pandemic?” to which 73.2% of respondents answered “Absolutely not/No”, while 17.9%
responded “I’m not sure” and only 9% said “Absolutely yes/Yes”. The fact that journalists do not trust
information from the Ministry of Health, especially considering it is a primary news source during a
time when accessing confirmed information is so difficult, also points to a restriction in the public’s
right to information. Responses to another question of the survey show that the notion of “news
source” has shifted so has the level of trust in official sources. Official sources ranked third among
sources journalists use the most in news production, following personal contacts and social media.
A report published by the International Journalists’ Network in October also points to a staggering
reality of disinformation during the pandemic. According to the report, which contains information
from 1406 respondents from 125 countries, 49% stated that “ordinary citizens” are the source of
M4D Project 2020 Media Monitoring Report

disinformation, which was closely followed by 46% stating that “political leaders and elected public
servants” are the main source of disinformation23.

23 https://ijnet.org/en/story/how-has-pandemic-affected-journalism-new-report-offers-sobering-snapshot
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Graph-4: Survey responses- “Do you trust figures shared by official sources regarding the pandemic?”
75
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Journalists attending M4D Project’s Situation Assessment Meetings also raised issues displaying
the situation of local press and freelance journalists during the pandemic. Below are some of the
main issues raised by journalists attending these meetings:
•

As per a decision of the Press Advertisement Agency, local newspapers in Turkey were allowed to
publish alternately upon their written agreement24. Although this decision seems like a positive
development-considering that 421 newspapers benefited from it- it has been noted during our
situation assessment meetings that it has caused problems among local newspapers that
have different political views. It was also noted that while the Press Advertisement Agency
issued this support package, it continued to issue official advertisement bans which goes
against the basic principle of providing aid to the press during the pandemic.

•

Another important heading was the Ministry of Health failing to provide transparent information,
and that detailed data tables were not shared with journalists. Press workers stated that
disinformation specific to the pandemic has been conceptualized as an “infodemic” and
Journalists also commented that accreditation, which has been used as a tool to punish critical
media outlets, has proved its importance once again during the pandemic, especially in terms
of the right to access information from public institutions

•

Another topic of discussion was “copy-paste” style news significantly having a negative impact
on local press, especially due to digital publishing becoming more prolific during the pandemic.
News articles shared on websites without proper citation caused many financial problems to
news sites relying on advertisement revenues.

24 https://bik.gov.tr/kurumsal-haberler/basin-ilan-kurumunun-gazeteleri-rahatlatacak-destek-paketi/
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that the pre-existing problem of disinformation has become even worse during the outbreak.

•

Issues such as local administrations, local public institutions and civil society organizations
providing the press with support were also discussed by journalists. For example, it was
suggested that the decisions of city councils could be published in local newspapers to
provide support to the press. Two opposing ideas regarding this subject were that support
could provide financial sustainability while also damaging the independence of press organs.
A consensus failed to form on this subject during the Situation Assessment Meeting of the
M4D Project.

It can be said that the Press Advertisement Agency took different measures, beginning in May, to
curtail these problems. Allowing newspapers to publish alternately, considering journalists working
on the editorial staff of newspapers benefiting from the short-term allowance as having worked fulltime, removing the requirement of a sales quota for newspapers to benefit from official advertisement
revenues25 were considered by journalists to be beneficial measures in terms of the local press. As
of 22 December 2020, these measures were decided to be extended until 28 February 2021.
Another relatively positive development during the pandemic occurred in terms of digital news
outlets. As has been the case for many websites, new sites increased their visitor numbers due
to people spending more time online during the pandemic. According to research conducted by
the Reuters Institute on 165 different news platforms, 39% of the participants stated their reader
numbers significantly increased, while 25% reported they experienced a partial increase. Only 17%
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said the number of their readers decreased26.

25 https://bik.gov.tr/kurumsal-haberler/basina-destek-paketinin-bazi-maddelerinin-suresi-iki-ay-daha-uzatildi/
26 https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/few-winners-many-losers-covid-19-pandemics-dramatic-and-unequal-impact-independentnews-media
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4-Freedom of the Press:
Legal Regulations, State
and Government Policies
What had happened?
•

JANUARY 2020: The press-cards of 894 journalists were cancelled. Although the Directorate of

•

APRIL 2020: Imprisoned journalists could not benefit from the Law on the Execution of Sentences

•

JULY 2020: According to a report published by the Freedom of Expression Association 408.494 web

•

OCTOBER 2020: The introduction of the new internet regulation paved the way for content to be

•

NOVEMBER 2020: The right to receive compensation due to depreciation was granted as a right



ANNUAL PRESS REPORT:

Communications has stated that there was no question the press-cards were not cancelled and were
merely under review, 600 press-cards are pending approval as of the end of the year27.
and Security Measures of which 100 thousand prisoners benefitted from.

sites are blocked in Turkey as of the end of 2019. It is known that 2 thousand of web sites subjected
to access restrictions between 2015-2019 are news sites. In addition, it has been observed that more
than 650 links to news article have been blocked28.
removed from the internet while also forcing social media giants to establish representatives and
store their data in Turkey.

»

It is known that as of the end of December there are 72 journalists in prison30. Meanwhile 276
journalists are on trial31.

»

RTÜK issued 400 thousand TRY in fines to pro-government TV channels while issuing 10 million
TRY to opposition broadcasters. In addition, 5 TV shows were issued a total of 31 days in
broadcast suspensions, while Tele 1 and Halk TV were ordered for a total of 10 days to stop
broadcasting32.

»

Press Advertisement Agency issued official advertisement/announcement bans 86 times,
totalling 497 days33. Among those who received these fines the most were critical newspapers
BirGün, Evrensel, Cumhuriyet and many others.

27 Due to this data not being open to public access and attempts to access information from the Presidential Information Center were
denied, these figures are an estimate.
28 https://ifade.org.tr/reports/EngelliWeb_2019.pdf
29 https://www.evrensel.net/haber/418711/akp-itirazlara-ragmen-gazetecilerin-yipranma-hakkini-basin-karti-sartina-bagladi
30 Source: Association of Journalists- Press for Freedom Project- http://media4democracy.org/reports/
31 Source: Press in Arrest- http://pressinarrest.com/
32 https://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/iktidari-sorgulayan-kanallarin-ekranlarini-karartan-rtuk-yandas-kanallari-korudu-1801891
33 https://bik.gov.tr/kurumsal-haberler/
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to journalists but necessitated owning a “press-card” thus excluding online journalists and many other
members of the press. It is estimated that 60% of press workers will not be able to benefit from
depreciation shares29.

a.Legal regulations, trials, imprisoned journalists
Legal regulations
The agenda concerning legal regulations in 2020 has mostly been shaped by lightning speed omnibus
laws passing through parliament, rejection of opposition party petitions submitted in parliament,
and court cases arriving at the Constitutional Court. This year, which was marked by an increasingly
oppressive Presidential system, witnessed an increase in the politicization of the justice system
despite promises for reform; debates regarding the reestablishment of a parliamentary system also
arose. The following 4 regulations directly related to press freedom were on the agenda in 2020:
The Law on the Execution of Sentences and Security Measures: Within the scope of this law that
was enacted in April, the Press Advertisement Agency banned the distribution of newspapers
not receiving official advertisements/announcements in prisons. This ban comprises opposition
newspapers Cumhuriyet, Birgün, Evrensel, Yeniçağ that are regularly prohibited from receiving official
announcements/advertisements. The same law prevented journalists in prison on allegations of
“terrorism” to be discharged.
The New Internet Regulation: Through this new regulation, social network providers with more than
1 million daily users (Facebook, YouTube, Twitter etc.) are required to establish representatives in
Turkey. If not, these providers will be subject to 40 million TRY fines and be deprived from collecting
advertisement revenues in addition to being subject to decreased bandwidth speed. Facebook and
Twitter were issued fines in the last quarter of the year. It was also observed that platforms such
as Spotify and YouTube initiated their processes of establishing representatives and acquiring
licences34. Another issue concerning social network providers is that they will be obliged to respond
affirmatively/negatively within 48 hours when individuals request content removal on grounds of
“violation of personal rights”. If a social network provider responds negatively to the request, court
orders can require them to remove the content within 24 hours; considering this, it is safe to say that
any content removal request will be put into action in a matter of days. This section of the regulation
also stipulates that said network providers will be required to store their data in Turkey. This means,
in addition to removing content, the state of Turkey will be able to access the IP number of an
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anonymous account (in other words its identity) which will pave the way to press charges against
its owner. Both of these headings are anticipated to hinder new journalistic practices in Turkey. The
regulation also reserves the potential of regulating platforms such as Spotify and YouTube which
are home to podcasts, video reporting; and also citizen journalism on social media platforms35.
The final part of the regulation concerns the right to be forgotten on the internet. While under ideal
circumstances the right to be forgotten can help real and legal persons combat fake news by removing
content, its practices in Turkey have been prevailing on a basis of misuse. Inasmuch, through this
new regulation, individuals can go to court citing “violation of personal rights” and the following
verdict will be able to rule for the removal of said digital content and for it to be not indexed in search
34 https://www.gazeteduvar.com.tr/youtube-turkiyeye-temsilci-atayacagiz-haber-1507492https://www.trthaber.com/haber/bilimteknoloji/spotify-turkiyede-temsilcilik-acacak-523047.html
35 https://www.newslabturkey.org/spotify-meselesinde-hedef-podcastler-mi/
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engines. The law does not take into consideration public interest, or the private/public aspects of
the content. Therefore, it is thought “the right to be forgotten” will result in censorship practices
targeting news articles about the 17-25 December corruption scandal, the assets of politicians etc.
all of which are in the public’s interest to know about36. More than a hundred news articles being
subject to access restrictions within the same month of the regulation taking effect serves to prove
these suspicions37.
Depreciation Shares and Severance Pay Regulations: The right to compensation due to depreciation
was cancelled by the Constitutional Court on 25.12.2019 on grounds of it necessitating ownership
of a press card causing inequality among journalists; on 11 November 2020 this right was reinstated
through “Presidential decree No: 14” encompassing “those who are actively working and own presscards”. Accordingly, the new regulation grants journalists 90 days (a ratio of 1/4) each year to be
added towards their retirement as part of depreciation, yet those who do not own a press-card
cannot benefit from this. This decree, which leaves out a large portion of online journalists and local
press workers, underlines the importance of the Constitutional Court’s repeal. The Media Solidary
Group, which includes the Association of Journalists alongside other CSOs active in the media field,
has initiated efforts to carry the issue to the Constitutional Court once again38. Following the group’s
visit to the Republican People’s Party (CHP) leader Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu in December, Kılıçdaroğlu
promised to start efforts to take matters to the Constitutional Court. CHP deputy Utku Çakırözer,
who has a background in journalism, rightfully stated that the law in its current form excludes more
than 60% of active journalists39. Another issue regarding personal rights was the cancellation of the
right to severance pay for workers aged between 18-25 and for those over the age of 55. Thanks to
pressure from workers confederations and civil society organizations, the omnibus law was blocked
in parliament at the last moment, preserving this right “for now”40.
Directorate of Communications Regulation: Through a Presidential decree issued on 18 September
2020 the Directorate of Communication was given the duty of “designating policies regarding
strategic communication and crisis management, and in this context, to ensure coordination between
all public institutions and organizations in national and international activities” which caused many
to interpret these new duties as institutionalizing propaganda41. Officially rendering all government

36 https://susma24.com/sosyal-medya-teklifini-uzmanlara-sorduk/
37 https://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/son-bir-ayda-100u-askin-habere-erisim-engeli-getirildi-uzmanlar-uyardi-otosansurkacinilmaz-1774689
38 https://www.yurtgazetesi.com.tr/guncel/basin-meslek-orgutleri-basin-karti-olmayanlara-da-yipranma-hakki-verilsin-h168723.html
39 https://www.evrensel.net/haber/418711/akp-itirazlara-ragmen-gazetecilerin-yipranma-hakkini-basin-karti-sartina-bagladi
40 https://www.birgun.net/haber/torba-yasanin-geri-cekilmesinin-ardindaki-gercekler-ortak-tutum-ve-mucadele-sonuc-getirdi-323040
41 https://www.evrensel.net/yazi/87180/stratejik-sansur-hamlesi
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rhetoric to originate from a single source, the practical effects of this decree are yet to be seen.

European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR)
According to ECtHR data, Turkey ranked second after Russia in the number of trials regarding
freedom of expression and the press pending verdicts. Turkey has received the most sentences
by the court in terms of violations of freedom of expression and the press42. It is worth noting that
Turkey has been sentenced to pay 200 million euros in compensation in the last 10 years43.
ECtHR gave some critically important verdicts in terms of freedom of expression and of the press
in 2020. Of these verdicts, perhaps one of the most important one was in regard to former HDP Coleader Selahattin Demirtaş. ECtHR ruled that Demirtaş’ detention was not lawful and was politically
motivated while calling for his immediate release. This was countered by President Recep Tayyip
Erdoğan stating they did not recognize the ECtHR’s verdict which caused many to anticipate sanctions
to be issued by the Council of Europe44. In the current scenario, Turkey’s membership of the Council
of Europe may be suspended, or even revoked. Further, since the court case is anticipated to set a
legal precedent, it may result in the blockage of seeking international remedies in terms of freedom
of expression and of the press. Similarly, following the ECtHR’s judgment in December 2019 calling
for Osman Kavala’s release, an examination of the decision’s implementation had been initiated45.
Kavala being discharged and detained again on the same day at the beginning of the year resulted
in this examination period to be disrupted, therefore similar sanctions are anticipated in terms of
Kavala’s trial as well. Beyond freedom of expression, developments in both of these cases caused
many to question Turkey’s justice system as well how well it abides by international norms and
policies.
When we observe other ECtHR judgments in terms of press freedom in 2020, verdicts concerning
Ragıp Zarakolu in the third quarter, and verdicts concerning Baskın Oran and İbrahim Kaboğlu and
Ahmet Şık, and former Cumhuriyet Newspaper editor-in-chief and writers in the fourth quarter,
draw attention. The Court ruled that each case contained a violation of freedom of expression and
sentenced Turkey to pay compensation46. In other words, intellectuals, politicians and journalists
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proved to the public through ECtHR judgements that the justice system has become politicized.

42 https://tr.euronews.com/2020/01/29/aihm-de-bekleyen-davalarda-turkiye-rusya-n-n-ard-ndan-ikinci-s-rada
43 https://rm.coe.int/tur-eng-fs4/1680709767
44 https://www.evrensel.net/haber/421906/erdoganin-aihmnin-demirtas-kararina-dair-aciklamasi-sonrasi-surec-nasil-isleyecek
45 https://www.dw.com/tr/aihmnin-kavala-karar%C4%B1-i%C3%A7in-denetim-s%C3%BCreci-ba%C5%9Flad%C4%B1/a-54813219
46 https://bianet.org/bianet/insan-haklari/230898-aihm-den-ragip-zarakolu-karari
https://www.gazeteduvar.com.tr/aihm-oran-ve-kaboglunun-basvurularinda-turkiyeyi-suclu-buldu-haber-1502246
http://www.diken.com.tr/aihmden-ahmet-sik-karari-ifade-ve-basin-ozgurlugu-ihlal-edildi/
https://www.dw.com/tr/aihm-cumhuriyet-davas%C4%B1nda-t%C3%BCrkiyeyi-mahkum-etti/a-55551888
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Press trials
Organizations conducting work on monitoring freedom of the press have differences in opinion
regarding statistics of imprisoned journalists. Within the scope of the M4D Project, data of civil
society organizations active in the media field were compiled as follows:
As of 31 March 2020,:
31 Aralık 2020 itibarıyla,
•

According to Press in Arrest, there are at least 62 journalists behind bars. In addition, there are
276 journalists currently on trial.

•

According to a report issued by Media and Law Studies Association (MLSA Turkey) there are
87 journalists and media workers in prison47.

•

According to the International Press Institute (IPI) campaign “Free Turkey Journalists” there
are 79 journalists in prison48.

•

According to the Journalists’ Union of Turkey, there are 70 journalists behind bars49.

•

According to Expression Interrupted’s report, there are 87 journalists in prison50.

The differences in data are a result of lack of updates, reports documenting different time periods,
and whether or not the definition of “journalist” encompasses all media workers. According to
Association of Journalists- Press for Freedom Project archives, on which this report is based on,
in January there were a total of 95 press members in prison, of whom 52 had received a sentence
and 43 in pretrial detention. In February the total number of imprisoned journalists was 97, of whom
53 were convicted and 44 were in pretrial detention. In March 2020, a total of 100 media members
were behind bars of whom 51 had received a sentence and 49 in pretrial detention; while in April
there were 101 media workers were in prison, of whom 50 had received a sentence and 51 were
in pretrial detention. In May the total number of imprisoned journalists was 102, of whom 51 were
convicted and 51 were in pretrial detention. In June, the total number of media workers behind bars
the number of imprisoned journalists continued; in August 48 journalists were in prison serving their
sentences and 42 were either in custody or on pre-trial detention, totalling 90. In September a total of
83 journalists remained in prison; of which 46 had received a sentence and 37 remained in custody;
while this number increased to 85 in October, 45 journalists continued to serve their sentences and
40 remained in custody or in pre-trial detention. The number of imprisoned journalists showed a
significant decrease in November. The number of imprisoned journalists decreased under 70 for
the first time in November. In November, there were 69 imprisoned journalists, 41 having received
a sentence and 28 in detention or under arrest. In December this number was observed to have
47 https://www.mlsaturkey.com/tr/cezaevindeki-gazeteciler-ve-medya-calisanlari/
48 https://freeturkeyjournalists.ipi.media/cases-2/
49 https://tgs.org.tr/cezaevindeki-gazeteciler/
50 http://expressioninterrupted.com/census.php
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reduced to 92, of whom 49 were convicted and 43 were in pretrial detention. In July, the decrease in

increased. As of the end of December, there are 43 convicted journalists and 29 in either custody or
on pretrial detention, totalling 72 journalists that are behind bars.
Graph-5: Number of imprisoned journalists (2012-2020)
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The Association of Journalists began conducting its media monitoring reports in 2012, when we
observe the chart given above, we can clearly see that the coup attempt in 2016 has had a significant
effect on the number of journalists behind bars at the end of each year. The number of imprisoned
journalists increased to 158 following the coup attempt after Fethullah Terrorist Organisation (FETÖ)
were given prison sentences; based on the chart, we can observe these numbers have decreased in
the past two years.
Although the number of journalists behind bars has reduced to 72 as of the end of 2020, this does
not change the fact that Turkey has one of the highest numbers of imprisoned journalists in the
world. According to CPJ’s report issued on 1 December 2020, Turkey ranked second after China in
terms of the number of imprisoned journalists. The report states that there are 37 journalists behind
bars in Turkey, 47 in China, and 24 each in Egypt and Saudi Arabia51. CPJ contends there are 274
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journalists behind bars globally. This figure is the highest number in the past five years; it has also
been observed that the top 4 of the list takes up of 48% of all imprisoned journalists in the world.
This year, symbolic judgments were made during criminal proceedings against the press in Turkey.
Rather than giving verdicts, the legal system continued to oppress journalists both through keeping
them in custody for prolonged periods of time, and by keeping them in detention without issuing
convictions. According to the Press for Freedom Project, many of these detentions and trials have
been based on allegations of “conducting terrorist propaganda” and “inciting hatred and enmity
among the public” and “insulting the President”. While Barış Pehlivan, Barış Terkoğlu, Hülya Kılınç,
İsmail Dükel, Murat Ağırel and 8 others, who were taken to trial due to conducting news on Turkish
51 https://cpj.org/reports/2020/12/record-number-journalists-jailed-imprisoned/
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National Intelligence Organization officials who passed away in Libya, have been discharged, the trial
still continues. It is also important to note that Barış Pehlivan and Barış Terkoğlu face 158 years in
prison due to the book “Metastaz 2: Cendere” they have written52. Müyesser Yıldız, who was detained
for 155 days on allegations of “conducting military espionage”, is still on trial. Can Dündar’s assets
were seized as part of the “2014 National Intelligence Organisation scandal in Turkey” trial53 For which
he received a 27 year and 6-month prison sentence, providing a harrowing example of oppression54.
In both cases, Dündar and Yıldız were subject to allegations of conducting espionage and terrorism
due to using their rights as journalists to respect the confidentiality of their sources. In addition to
these examples, it is important to note that journalists have been subjected to hundreds of trials
on grounds of “conducting terrorist propaganda” and “being a member of a terrorist organization”.
In this regard, it is important to note that this year journalist Ayşegül Doğan was sentenced to 6
years and 3 months in prison55 Dicle News Agency (DİHA) correspondent Nedim Türfent has been
in prison for more than 4 years56 and Gazete Fersude co-editor-in-chief Hayri Tunç was sentenced
to 2 years57 in prison. Other examples of heavy and arbitrary oppression targeting journalists were
the approval of the sentences handed out to 11 journalists for having acted in solidarity with Özgür
Gündem newspaper58 ,and a total of 4 correspondents working for the Mesopotamian Agency and
Jinnews being put on pretrial detention59. The four journalists in question were put in prison and
still remain there for conducting news from first-hand sources about two citizens being “thrown
out of a helicopter” by soldiers. Meanwhile, publication bans were issued on news produced about
this development60. In December, CHP Mersin Deputy Ali Mahir Başarır, upon receiving a reply to his
written motion submitted in parliament, declared that 63 thousand 41 people were taken to court
over allegations of having “insulted the President”61. Başarır stated that 9 thousand 544 people were
convicted; according to information published by the General Directorate of Criminal Records and
Statistics tied to the Ministry of Justice, during the Presidency of Ahmet Necdet Sezer 163 people
were taken to court over defamation, while under 11th President Abdullah Gül this figure was 848.
Unfortunately, it is impossible to speak of press freedom under such conditions, considering that
journalists may be taken to court over content that is critical of the government, as given in the
examples above. For additional information about press trials, please refer to the Association of
Journalists’ Press for Freedom (PfF) Project’s monthly reports detailing daily developments compiled

52 https://tr.sputniknews.com/turkiye/202012311043493679-cenderenin-yazarlari-pehlivan-ve-terkogluna-158-yil-hapis-talebi/
53 https://www.dw.com/tr/can-d%C3%BCndar%C4%B1n-mal-varl%C4%B1klar%C4%B1na-el-koyma-karar%C4%B1-verildi/a-55187574
54 https://www.dw.com/tr/maas-d%C3%BCndar-karar%C4%B1-ba%C4%9F%C4%B1ms%C4%B1z-gazetecili%C4%9Fe-vurulan-birdarbe/a-56042918
55 https://mailchi.mp/cpj/turkish-journalist-ayegl-doan-sentenced-to-6-years-3-months-in-prison?e=0b2bdc4c7c
56 https://www.mlsaturkey.com/tr/gazeteci-nedim-turfent-4-yildir-cezaevinde/
57 https://www.evrensel.net/haber/417266/gazeteci-hayri-tunca-2-yl-ceza-gercegin-pesinden-gitmeye-devam-edecegiz
58 http://mezopotamyaajansi25.com/tum-haberler/content/view/110238?page=2
59 http://mezopotamyaajansi27.com/tum-haberler/content/view/112519
60 https://www.evrensel.net/haber/415480/helikopterden-atilma-sorusturmasinda-yayin-yasagi-karari
61 https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2020/gundem/erdogana-hakaretten-63-bin-41-kisiye-dava-acildi-6123830/
62 http://media4democracy.org/reports/
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from open sources62.

b.Press-card regulations
The topic on the agenda of the first quarter of 2020 was the cancellation of press-cards belonging
to 894 journalists. Due to public outcry this decision was quickly revoked under the guise of the
cancelled press-cards being “under evaluation” yet almost 600 journalists are yet to receive their
press-cards.
One of the most significant developments of the third quarter was, as a result of a court case initiated
by the Progressive Journalists’ Association (ÇGD), the Council of State suspended the execution of
““the provision necessitating insurance coverage to acquire a press-card”63. The 10th Chamber of
the Council of State abrogated the clause which required journalists “to have made a contract in
accordance with the provisions of Law No. 5953 and paid insurance premiums in accordance with
the principles of the labour legislation” to be eligible for a press-card. The court also noted that the
responsibility stated in the clause was on behalf of employers, not journalists.
As stated in the “Legal Regulations” chapter of the report, one of the main negative developments
regarding press-cards was necessitating ownership of a press-card to benefit from depreciation
shares. The regulation is expected to be taken to the Constitutional Court. In its current form, it is
understood that 60% of journalists will not be able to benefit from depreciation shares. M4D Project’s
Job Satisfaction Survey found similar results backing this claim. According to the survey, 90 out of
133 journalists (67.7%) do not own a press-card. In addition, 12 journalists who took the survey stated
they have applied for a press-card and have been waiting for a response for the last 6 months; while
54 journalists out of the 90 that do not own press-cards stated they do not fulfil the criteria required
to apply for one. As such, it is quite clear there are obstacles preventing journalists from acquiring
press-cards as much as there are issues on being able to benefit from rights press-cards provide.
Graph-6: Survey responses- “Do you have a press-card?”

113 Answers
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8,3%
11,3%

I have a yellow press-card (90)
I have a turquoise press-card (17)

12,8%

I have a permanent press-card (15)

67,7%

I don’t have a press-card (11)

63 https://tele1.com.tr/internet-gazetecilerinin-uzun-suredir-bekledigi-haber-danistaydan-basin-kartlari-icin-flas-karar-204174/
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In conclusion, issues pertaining to press-cards are related to General Directorate of Press and
Information being tied to the Directorate of Communications in 2018. The Press-Card Commission,
which in the past was made up of union representatives and journalists, is now comprised of names
directly linked to the President. Media organizations have underlined that no such practices exist in
countries where there is freedom of the press, and have initiated efforts for CSOs to establish their
own accreditation platforms to ensure independent distribution of press-cards. Similarly, professional
organizations continue their efforts in terms of distributing the internationally recognized press-card
of the International Federation of Journalists (IFJ).

c.Radio and Television Supreme Council (RTÜK) and Press
Advertisement Agency (BİK)
2020 was defined by administrative fines in terms of RTÜK and BİK. Both institutions made use of
their powers to predominantly issue fines to opposition media organizations. According to a report
shared by RTÜK member from the CHP quota İlhan Taşçı, pro-government TV channels were issued
400 thousand TRY in fines, while critical channels were given 10 million TRY in fines. In addition, 5
TV shows were issued a total of 31 days in broadcast suspensions, while Tele 1 and Halk TV were
ordered a total of 10 days to stop broadcasting64. M4D Project regularly observed RTÜK Supreme
Board decisions and found similar results. When the Project examined RTÜK’s Supreme Board
decisions it found that most were related to RTÜK Law Article 8 Clause 1, which forms the basis of
issuing arbitrary fines. Under this article, subclauses regarding impartiality, the rule of law, national
and spiritual values, separatism, discrimination, unfair advantage, human dignity and the right of
privacy are at the discretion of AKP and MHP deputies which form the majority of the board, and
have been mostly used as punitive tools. It was observed that 5.5 million TRY of fines issued to
opposition TV channels were based on Article 8 Clause 1.
In addition to administrative fines given by RTÜK, what really marked 2020 was the broadcast bans
and blackouts issued by the institution. RTÜK had cancelled the broadcasting licenses of opposition
channels such as IMC TV in the past, in 2020 it regularly punished Tele1, Halk TV and KRT TV. These
channels, which were ordered suspensions and broadcast bans, may be subject to cancellation of
their licenses if they continue to receive such penalties. In the last quarter of the year, Habertürk TV
media” is disappearing in Turkey. Inasmuch, said institution has been synonymous with selfcensorship and yesmanship, yet was immediately silenced by RTÜK after it aired an opposition voice.
Furthermore, in 2020 RTÜK ordered for the immediate silencing of TV channels. In the last quarter
of the year, during a live broadcast on Tele1 the stage director warned the presenter that “[they had
been called by] RTÜK and should not make comments about news on corruption mentioned in the
Court of Accounts Report”66.

64 https://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/iktidari-sorgulayan-kanallarin-ekranlarini-karartan-rtuk-yandas-kanallari-korudu-1801891
65 https://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/basin-konseyiden-rtuke-hukuksuzluk-ve-mantiksizlik-tepkisi-1795947
66 http://siyasihaber6.org/tele1e-canli-yayinda-sansur-rtuk-uyardi-yolsuzluk-yorumu-yarim-kaldi
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was issued a 5-time broadcast suspension65 which served to prove that the concept of “mainstream

RTÜK becoming “a centre of censorship” is not only being voiced by civil society organizations
operating in the field of press freedom, but also directly by the opposition party representatives of
RTÜK. It is worth reminding that those who took the broadcast bans issued to Halk TV and Tele1 to
court were opposition party representatives in RTÜK’s Supreme Board67. Inasmuch, opposition party
representatives cannot do much against the majority vote of the supreme board issuing hundreds
of fines, other than to take issues to the judiciary. It is worth reminding that the Supreme Board
consists of seven members which are elected in proportion to parliamentary representation, each
of its decisions require a majority vote. In the current legislative year, four of the seven members are
from the AKP and MHP quotas, it is safe to say all decisions taken by the board rest on this majority.
As per what has been mentioned above, it is safe to say that RTÜK is in a de facto impasse, and
its decisions are not taken with the aim to supervise impartially, but is based on political motives.
Another manifestation of this impasse occurred in the last quarter of the year. Following Minister
of Finance and Treasury Berat Albayrak’s resignation -which was not aired by channels supervised
by RTÜK for 27 hours- Ebubekir Şahin, chairman of RTÜK, tweeted “#BeratAlbayrak is indispensable
for our auspicious cause”. RTÜK member İlhan Taşçı, in response, tweeted “As chairperson of RTÜK
this is not your ‘auspicious case’, you have duties and responsibilities clearly defined by law”, which
clearly displayed the grave situation the institution has found itself in68.
The final development concerning RTÜK was the institution issuing a fine to Netflix ordering it
“to remove content from its catalogue”69. This decision, which went down in history as the first
implementation of the regulation that handed over supervision of internet broadcasts to RTÜK in
2019, demonstrated that the institution has now also included internet censorship in its penalty
repertoire.
Press Advertisement Agency’s (BİK) performance in 2020 was not much different than RTÜK.
BİK issued official announcement/advertisement bans to newspapers 86 times amounting 497
days70. Among those who received these fines the most were critical newspapers BirGün, Evrensel,
Cumhuriyet and many others. Similar to what occurred with the new internet regulation, the majority
of BİK fines mainly comprise of headlines that were quickly subject “publication bans”. News about
land owned by Communications Director Fahrettin Altun, corruption in the Court of Accounts Report,
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news regarding the two people that were thrown out of a helicopter in Van, criticism that arose after
the earthquakes in İzmir and Van, and many news about many other issues were subject to penalties.
In addition to official announcement bans, BİK caused controversy due to a decision regarding
websites of newspapers that receive official announcements. A clause added to the 129th General
Board Decision of the institution’s Press Code will give BİK the right to issue official announcement
bans to newspapers that do not remove content from their websites following access restrictions
imposed by a court of law. In this way, additional penalties will be imposed not only on the printed
67 http://www.diken.com.tr/iki-rtuk-uyesi-rtuk-kararina-karsi-dava-acti/
68 https://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/rtuk-baskani-sahinden-kutlu-dava-aciklamasi-1789616
69 https://www.rtuk.gov.tr/ust-kurul-kararlari/6112-sayili-kanunun-8inci-maddesinin-birinci-fikrasinin-g-bendinin-ihlali-nedeniylekanunun32nci-m/29928?Aciklama=8%27inci%20maddesinin%20birinci%20f%C4%B1kras%C4%B1n%C4%B1n
70 https://bik.gov.tr/kurumsal-haberler/
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copies of the newspapers, but also on internet publications whose freedom is restricted by Law
No: 5651. Meanwhile, through a General Assembly decision, BİK will be able to issue official
advertisements/announcements to the websites of newspapers71.
Positive developments regarding BİK this year were almost all about measures taken in response
to the pandemic. As stated in the “Developments Related to the Covid-19 Pandemic” chapter of the
report, allowing newspapers to publish alternately, considering journalists working on the editorial
staff of newspapers benefiting from the short-term allowance as having worked full-time, removing
the requirement of a sales quota for newspapers to benefit from official advertisement revenues72
were considered by journalists to be beneficial measures in terms of the local press.
Another development that closely interests the two public institutions was TRÜK Chair Ebubekir
Şahin being appointed to the Administrative Board of Halk Bank73. Much controversy had occurred
about Şahin being a member of TÜRKSAT’s executive board which resulted in his resignation
from said organization; Şahin is yet to leave his current position in Halk Bank. Şahin, who is also a
representative of BİK’s general council, became a topic of debate for receiving salaries from different
public institutions. RTÜK Supreme Board member Okan Konuralp stated in an interview74 that the
law which prevented Supreme Board members of RTÜK working in multiple positions was changed
under the current government, and the public bank’s shares in radio and TV advertisements have not
even become a topic of debate. This development can be interpreted as public institutions losing
their neutrality not only politically but also economically.

d.Rights violations: Violence, targeting, threats, censorship,
discrimination
Throughout 2020, hundreds of incidents of censorship, violence, targeting and discrimination
occurred. Detailed case descriptions of events, each of which can be interpreted as the manifestations
of an authoritarian regime, are included in the 2020 monthly reports of the Association of JournalistsPress for Freedom Project75. Other civil society organizations such as Expression Interrupted76
Susma 24 Platform77 also regularly document such developments. International reports also confirm
that 2020 has not been a good year in terms of rights violations. According to a report published by
the European Centre for Press and Media Freedom (ECPMF) in July focusing on monitoring political,
legal and censorship practices regarding European journalists during the Covid-19 pandemic, Turkey
ranked number one out of all countries78. It was observed that rights violations of journalists have
been on the rise not only in Turkey but across the globe. According to reports published by RsF, CPJ
71 https://bik.gov.tr/kurumsal-haberler/resmi-ilanlar-gazetelerin-cevrimici-yayinlarinda-haber-seklinde-duyurulacak/
72 https://bik.gov.tr/kurumsal-haberler/basina-destek-paketinin-bazi-maddelerinin-suresi-iki-ay-daha-uzatildi/
73 https://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/rtuk-baskani-ebubekir-sahin-halkbank-yonetiminde-gorevlendirildi-1744736
74 https://www.gercekgundem.com/medya/192306/rtukun-chp-kontenjanindan-secilen-uyesi-konuralp-medyanin-ve-rtukundurumunuanlatti
75 http://media4democracy.org/reports/
76 https://www.expressioninterrupted.com/chronicles.php
77 https://susma24.com/
78 https://ipi.media/mfrr-report-europe-press-freedom-hit-by-covid-19-attacks-on-journalists/
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International Press Institute (IPI) and the European Federation of Journalists (EFJ), with support from

and UNESOC in 2020, at least 30 journalists79 and a total of 59 media workers80 were murdered. In
2019, Turkey was shook by the murder of journalist Jamal Khashoggi; fortunately no such incident
occurred this year. Jamal Khashoggi’s murder still remains unsolved and international campaigns
regarding his murder continue81. The situation regarding “threats” and “targeting” paint a much
darker portrait in Turkey.
When we observe the year in its entirety, we see that experienced and famous journalists such as
Faruk Bildirici were targeted either by media organizations or government officials. Journalists are
frequently called “FETÖist”82, “terrorist”83, “dishonourable”84 which results in journalists to become
increasingly limited in regard to their work. It has been observed that targeting and threats occur
under two main themes; those initiated by the government, and the media targeting other media.
The former occurs quite frequently. Government officials typically end their statements with phrases
such as “...has overstepped the boundaries of press freedom” or news is criticized for damaging
“national unity and solidarity”. When we take into account that TV and newspaper outlets are under
the direct control of pro-government investment groups, being targeted by the government means
being targeted by national media and mostly on social media. This corresponds with the second
theme, which is the media targeting other media. In Turkish press “being on Yeni Akit newspaper”
can equate to “being targeted”. Or, a TV channel may announce another channel is going to receive a
fine by RTÜK just hours before the penalty is issued85. In addition to these types of threats/targeting,
it has been observed that journalists receive direct threats, as well. One of the most common forms
of such threats in 2020 have occurred through anonymous or codenamed social media accounts.
Journalists Burcu Karakaş and Hayri Demir were sent death threats from a social media under
the name “JİTEM” [unofficial intelligence agency of the Turkish Gendarmerie]86 which provides a
disturbing example of such practices. The responses to the M4D Project survey regarding such cases
point to a similar problem. Answers to the question “Have you been subject to any of the following
due to your journalistic activities?” display the gravity of the situation. 45.9% of survey takers stated
they have been threatened before. In addition to being threatened, a form of psychological violence,
25% said they were subjected to physical violence. 8 journalists stated they have been in prison,
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which means 20% have had to deal with the police or judges.

79 https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2020/dunya/gazeteci-cinayetleri-iki-katlandi-6178919/
RsF states in its 2020 report that at least 50 journalists have been murdered, yet taking into account the minimum figures issued by
these reports we have stated that 30 journalists have been murdered. For the RsF report please follow this link: https://www.dw.com/tr/
rsf-2020-y%C4%B1l%C4%B1nda-50-gazeteci-%C3%B6ld%C3%BCr%C3%BCld%C3%BC/a-56080094
80 https://www.amerikaninsesi.com/a/unesco-2020de-59-medya-calisani-olduruldu/5711162.html
81 https://www.amnesty.org/en/get-involved/take-action/saudi-arabia-jamal-khashoggi/
82 https://www.sabah.com.tr/gundem/2020/05/17/korsan-odatv-ne-kural-taniyor-ne-mahkeme
83 https://www.mlsaturkey.com/tr/mlsa-tvde-kurt-gazeteci-olmak-konusuldu-devletin-gozunde-mesru-gazeteci-degiliz/
84 https://twitter.com/suleymansoylu/status/1273505192445706241
85 https://www.birgun.net/haber/beyaz-tv-den-al-haberi-rtuk-fox-tv-ve-tele-1-e-cok-agir-cezalar-verecek-284839
86 https://twitter.com/burcuas/status/1319186152126021633https://yeni1mecra.com/gazeteci-hayri-demir-tehdit-edildi-olum-senibulacak/
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Graph-7: Survey responses- “Have you been exposed to any of the following due to your journalistic activities?”
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As can be seen from the graph, about 7 out of 10 journalists have encountered one of these types
of oppression. While journalism is considered to be a dangerous profession throughout the world,
Turkey ranks high in the list of countries that targets journalists through its justice system and
political power.
It is also not that easy to practise journalism when there is no obvious danger or threat. When the
journalists themselves are not at risk, their news is put at risk. In our survey, 53% of journalists
answered “Yes, at different frequencies” to the question “Throughout your career, do you believe you
have been subjected to intervention, direct or indirect censorship regarding your news production?”.
In M4D Project’s survey conducted in June, this rate was 92% of survey takers. This may seem
like good news at first glance, but further analysis shows that the decrease is due to more than
half of survey takers being journalists working in alternative media organizations. Regardless, more
than half of journalists having experienced censorship is not a statistic to be underestimated. This
percentage could also be understood in terms of self-censorship, especially taking into consideration
responses given to the question “Have you ever given up on conducting news because of concerns
that it will not be published or be criticized?”. Much like the previous question in the survey, 50% of
the notion of danger is quite commonplace among journalists; of the journalists whom participated
in the survey, 77% said they are worried the news they produce might endanger themselves or their
professional careers.
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respondents stated they had given up on news they were conducting. The survey also found that

Graph-8: Survey responses- “Journalists’ experience of censorship and self-censorship”
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In addition to the M4D Project’s survey, it has been observed that the Association of JournalistsPress for Freedom Project has documented the above-mentioned rights violations to have occurred
at least once every month87. The situation is not much better in terms of censorship cases. The
majority of censorship practices in 2020 focused on access restrictions imposed on social media
posts and news sites. Although access restriction statistics are not shared with the public, the
Freedom of Expression Association published a comprehensive report in this regard. Inasmuch, the
Information and Communication Technologies Authority (BTK) has not been sharing these statistics
on its website for the last two years. According to the Freedom of Expression Association’s (İFOD)
“Engelli Web 2019” (Blocked Web 2019) report88 as of the end of 2019, 408.494 websites are blocked
in Turkey. Although the majority of these websites are blocked due to being in violation of the Turkish
Penal code for crimes such as obscenity, child pornography, inciting suicide etc. A significant portion
of access restrictions are imposed on content critical of the government. As stated in the report,
in 2015 “... article 8/A, entitled ‘Removing content and/or blocking access in circumstances where
delay would entail risk,’ was added to Law No. 5651. By virtue of article 8/A, the power to remove
content and/or block access to a website in order to protect the right to life or security of life and
property, ensure national security, protect public order, prevent crimes, or protect public health is
vested primarily with judges”. Following this judgment, in 2019 more than 21 thousand websites
M4D Project 2020 Media Monitoring Report

and social media posts were blocked. As categorized in İFOD’s report, it was observed that mainly
news sites labelled “leftist” or “Kurdish media” have been blocked from access. News sites such as
Sendika.org, siyasihaber.org, Özgür Gündem and JINHA are regularly subject to access restrictions.
Another area Article 8/A was used in 2019, was to directly block news. 90 news articles critical of
the government or about military operations conducted by Turkey published on popular news sites
Cumhuriyet, Diken, Evrensel, BirGün, T24, Gazete Duvar, Artı Gerçek and Bianet were blocked from
access. Following the new internet regulation taking effect this number reached 100 only in the last
month89.
87 http://media4democracy.org/reports/
88 https://ifade.org.tr/reports/EngelliWeb_2019.pdf
89 https://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/son-bir-ayda-100u-askin-habere-erisim-engeli-getirildi-uzmanlar-uyardi-otosansurkacinilmaz-1774689
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The final segment of this chapter will focus on cases of discrimination in terms of who it has been
produced by media rhetoric, and regarding journalists that have been subject to it. Occurring in
many forms throughout the year, it was observed that discrimination targeted mainly disadvantaged
groups of the public. These disadvantaged groups mainly comprised of different ethnic, religious
groups, refugees, women, and LGBTQI+ people. According to women journalists that participated
in M4D Project’s survey, different forms of gender-based discrimination occur in the media sector.
First of all, 64% of women journalists who took the survey believe they have been subject to sexist
discrimination. The survey documented the following types of discrimination women journalists face:
Inequality in terms of task assignments (in terms of not being given night shifts, working on-field etc.),
“not being taken seriously” by male managers and news sources, wage inequality, pressure related
to having children or pregnancy... Discriminatory rhetoric in the media sector has mainly focused
on ethnic, religious groups, refugees and LGBTQI+ people. This topic has been discussed in detail
by the Hrant Dink Foundation’s annual Media Watch on Hate Speech Report for 201990 Published in
2020. According to the report, which was prepared through scanning the weekday publications of
around 500 local newspapers, the groups most frequently exposed to hate speech are respectively
Armenians, Syrians, Greeks, Jews and Greeks of Turkish nationality. The report, which is divided
into four different categories comprising of Exaggeration/Attribution/Distortion, Swearing/Insult/
Defamation, Enmity/War Discourse, Using an inherent identity as a basis for hate or humiliation/
Symbolization, states that Yeni Akit (with 263 pieces of content) takes first place in the production
of hate speech. Yeni Akit is followed by Yeniçağ (155) Diriliş Postası (131), Millî Gazete (123), Milat
(118) and Yeni Şafak (101). The report clearly shows that the media is an important source in the

90 https://hrantdink.org/attachments/article/2664/Nefret-soylemi-ve-Ayr%C4%B1mc%C4%B1-Soylem-2019-Raporu.pdf
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production of hate speech and discrimination in Turkey.

5-Political-economy of
the media
What had happened?
•

CIRCULATION: Following the first case of Covid-19 appearing in Turkey in March, there was a 30%
decrease in newspaper sales. At the end of 2019, the number of newspapers and their circulation had
decreased by 8% in comparison to the previous year. 80.14% of the highest selling 19 newspapers in
Turkey are pro-government. The total annual circulation of 19 newspapers corresponds to the total
population of the country.

•

RATING SHARES: Throughout the year FOX TV took the first place among TV channels with news
bulletins and direct news channels, with a viewer share of 13.81%. This was, of course, met with
significant pressure from the government. FOX TV was subject to RTÜK fines, while its presenter Fatih
Portakal was the focal point of targeting and smear campaigns.

•

SOCIAL MEDIA & COLUMNISTS: Yılmaz Özdil, who was shared 73% more than the second most
shared columnist on social media throughout the year, and Sözcü newspaper, were similarly targeted
by the government. It was observed that alternative media outlets such as BirGün, Oda TV etc. have
approached mainstream media outlets in terms of share statistics regarding their columnists. These
media channels are frequently subject to access restrictions imposed on their content and websites.

•

WEBSITE VISITS: When we observe the global and domestic statistics of click rates of news sites
belonging to mainstream media, we see that they rank much higher than those of alternative digital
platforms. Mainstream new sites EnSonHaber.com and Haberler.com still rank very high. We also see
that digital platforms such as T24 and GazeteDuvar have made significant headway approaching click
rates similar to mainstream news sites.

•

SITUATION OF PRESS WORKERS: Unionization in “the mass media and journalism” sector is only 7.88
percent, which is among the lowest compared to other professions. However, considered together
with professional organizations, according to the M4D Project survey, there is an organization rate of
55% in the field of press freedom. Nevertheless, various associations and societies organizing more
effectively do not directly contribute to the development of personal rights.
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a.Transparent fiscal policy, publication principles, accountability
Fiscal policies and financial statements are not open to the public not only in the media sector but
in many economic sectors in Turkey. Despite this, the annual activity reports and cross investments
of large media holdings provide an idea about is happening in the sector. Since information about
market shares in the media sector in Turkey are not open to the public, it is difficult to make a
comprehensive assessment of the structure of media ownership; despite this, data analysis
conducted by ‘Media Ownership Monitor’ on Turkey, reveals a lack of extensive supervision regarding
cross media ownership and transparency91.

91 http://turkey.mom-rsf.org/tr/bulgular/
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•

Other than their yearly activity reports, large media conglomerates do not share information
about their advertisement and revenue distributions with research companies. Of the five
biggest grossing media companies (Demirören, Turkuvaz, Doğuş, Ciner, İhlas) only Doğuş
Holding and İhlas Holding released their activity reports for 2019. There are no statistics
published by the other three groups on their own sites, nor have any figures been reported to
the Public Disclosure Platform.

•

Although it is possible to access viewer ratings and circulation figures, statistics regarding
distribution methods subscription figures are not transparently disclosed.

•

As a result of these issues directly affecting accountability, there are also problems regarding
publication principles. Many of these so-called publication principles are comprised of generic
expressions. Actors such as reader’s representatives and ombudsmen who can supervise
publication principles via viewers/readers and publications do not have much say in Turkey.

In terms of how this issue affects the public, we have observed that the Press Advertisement Agency
does not share the names of organizations who receive public advertisements and announcements
(M4D Project applied to the Presidential Information Centre to acquire this information but
was denied). Statistics accessible to the public are only available on issues concerning public
broadcasting. Data shared by CHP Deputy Atilla Sertel indicates that “88% of TRT income is based
on contribution fees deducted from electricity bills and banderol fees, while 12% of its revenues
come from advertisements, programmes, and the sale of services”92. In return for a 30% increase in
electricity prices in 2019, it is seen that the income obtained by TRT from the electricity contribution
share increased by 39.3% compared to the previous year. According to the data shared by Sertel, 82%
of TRT expenses are “benefits and services provided from outside, including external productions”.
When the two statistics are compared, it is seen that the income table of TRT is based on public
resources, while the majority of the expenditures are transferred to the private sector and therefore to
the enterprises deemed appropriate by the ruling party, which is the only authority of the institution.

b.Media ownership
It is safe to say that there have not been significant changes in media ownership in Turkey regarding
of 2020, following Doğan Holding selling most of its media investments to Demirören Holding, an
oligopoly has formed in the media sector. When we observe the “Turkey Media Ownership” map
prepared by the Dispossession Networks93 and data from the aforementioned Media Ownership
Monitor project, we can see that Demirören, Turkuvaz, Doğuş, Ciner and İhlas groups have taken
over mainstream media. These holdings have also strengthened their organic ties with the political
power in many different sectors through utilizing tools such as cross investments, tax relief, public
procurement and government incentives. Given this, the media ownership structure which began
its transformation in the 80s, as of the end of 2020 has become settled. Taking into consideration
92 http://www.ankahaber.com.tr/politika/chpli-sertel-elektrik-zamlari-trtnin-kasasini-doldurdu-h67637.html
93 https://graphcommons.com/graphs/09426282-c311-4b39-be2c-1bd4f93b5771
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mainstream media. As documented in M4D Project Media Monitoring Report for the first quarter

the reasons given above, it is quite evident that the newly created media ownership system is not
independent.
When we observe alternative and critical media organizations, it is safe to say that almost all news
platforms and initiatives started by journalists are conducted digitally. It is important to keep in mind
that newspapers such as Evrensel, BirGün, Sözcü and television channels like Tele1 and Halk TV, that
exist on the periphery of mainstream media, are the representatives of various political traditions.
Putting aside the examples given above, it has been observed that prevailing alternative digital
media outlets can barely sustain themselves through reader support, sponsorship, international
funds, and through working with volunteers. It is a fact that this area, which also utilizes original
fundraising models, is still in its emergence period and has a distributed capital structure. Yet,
alternative media organizations focusing their investments in the digital domain, and the political
power -for the reasons mentioned above- trying to control this area, has acted to hinder alternative
media ownership. In addition to the above-mentioned reasons, global giants such as Google
and Facebook’s monopolization efforts94 and referring their domestic collaborations and display
algorithms to mainstream media organizations95 have deepened capital inequality that alternative
media outlets face.
M4D Project compiled a list of observations based on situation assessment meetings held with
press organizations, journalists and news platforms, and through surveys the project has conducted
given below:
•

Media ownership reflects the polarization within the public, and paves the way for defining all
current and new media outlets within a pro-government/opposition binary. In other words, the
existence of a mainstream is causing the media’s demise.

•

Due to the unstoppable decline in newspaper sales and the difficulty of TV investment,
alternative media is developing itself using digital tools.

•

International financial support mechanisms such as M4D Project appear to be the primary
income sources of alternative media organizations. In addition to this, it was observed that
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advertisement revenues gained from search engines and various companies shaped alternative
media ownership.
•

Next generation news production methods such as podcasts, e-bulletins, social media
reporting seem to be predominant among digital media channels. Although these new media
platforms can be established with minimal means and contribute to media pluralism, they face
sustainability issues in terms of revenue and human resources.

Various other statistics confirm the findings of M4D Project. Most of these statistics are based on data
focusing on 2019, our first example is the “Media and Advertisement Investments in Turkey” report96.
94 https://www.evrensel.net/yazi/87393/googlea-tekel-davasi
95 https://journo.com.tr/google-aramalar-dijital-reklam
96 http://rd.org.tr/assets/uploads/Guncel_Medya_Yatirimlari_Rapor_2019.pdf
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According to the report, press sector investments regressed by 25.9% in one year, ranking last in a list
of digital, radio, cinema, TV, outdoor categories. Based on this data, it would not be wrong to conclude
that journalism is experiencing significant financial congestion. Another piece of research backing
this report was published in July by the Turkish Statistical Institute in 2019 called “Printed Press
Statistics”. According to statistics documented in the Press Advertisement Agency’s website97 in
2019 the number of newspapers and magazines decreased by 8% in comparison to last year totalling
5 thousand 485. Newspaper and magazine sales also decreased by 8%, totalling 1 billion 259 million
68 thousand 89. Another noteworthy statistic is the disparity between newspapers operating on a
national and local level. Although 90.8% of newspapers publish locally, national newspapers make
up 83.6% of all circulation. The statistics prove that due to its capital ownership structure and low
circulation rates local newspapers rely on BİK’s official announcements/advertisement; the figures
also demonstrate that newspapers publishing nationally take a large cut of official announcement/
advertisement shares, which are issued in proportion to circulation rates. Another interesting finding
of the “Media and Advertisement Investments in Turkey” report indicates that television investments
experienced a 5% increase. Radio, which has become popular again thanks to podcasts, increased
by 9.7 percent. With a 19% increase, the lion share of investments were made in the digital field.
According to the sampling of the report, digital platforms of the widespread media groups constitute
the biggest share in advertising investment.
It seems impossible to continue without mentioning two iconic cases in terms of media ownership
in 2020. The first of these cases was famous businessman Cavit Çağlar stating that he would
be re-establishing Bursa local news channel Olay TV as a national television station. Bringing
together many high-profile names that have worked as managers in the media sector and famous
journalists that were laid off98 the new Olay TV endeavour was described by Çağlar in the following
words “Names are not that important, the channel’s attitude on the other hand is. Objective and
independent. Never mind displaying a certain attitude, the channel will refrain from commenting
on matters. We will be purely producing news Anybody who does not like that will have to go”99.
Only 26 days after saying these words, Olay TV was shut down by Çağlar. The channel is said to
have been closed as a result of pressure from the government after it broadcasted the HDP group
meeting live, despite the implicit “ban” on all mainstream media channels100. In addition, according
journalists working on the administrative board of the TV channel were sent to the owners of Olay
TV by Communications Director Fahrettin Altun asking for their dismissal. Rumour has it that Cavit
Çağlar received a “warning” by the Savings Deposit Insurance Fund /TMSF) regarding his assets101.
As stated in the beginning of the report, no other case better displays the deadlock the media in
Turkey faces. As a result of the shutdown of Olay TV, the situation of 180 press workers that worked
for the channel is still uncertain.
97 https://www.bik.gov.tr/2019-yazili-medya-istatistikleri-aciklandi/
98 https://t24.com.tr/haber/cavit-caglar-nevsin-mengu-duygu-demirdag-ozlem-akarsu-celik-i-kadrosuna-katan-olay-tv-ile-medyayadonuyor,901629
99 https://www.haberturk.com/yazarlar/fatih-altayli-1001/2801295-cavit-caglar-yorum-yok-taraf-tutmak-yok-yorum-yapani-kulagindantutar-atarim-baski-olursa-kapatir-gi
100 https://www.evrensel.net/haber/422086/iktidardan-baski-goren-olay-tv-acildiktan-26-gun-sonra-kapandi
101 https://www.dw.com/tr/yorum-olay-tv-hikayesinde-bo%C5%9Fluklar%C4%B1-doldural%C4%B1m/a-56106390
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to news conducted by Banu Güven based on the testimony of Olay TV workers, many names of the

The other side of the coin of media ownership witnessed a different dispute in 2020 when openly
critical newspaper Sözcü made an application to RTÜK to establish Sözcü TV. As of the end of the
year, it has been 10 months since Sözcü applied to RTÜK and the application is yet to be finalized102.
The issue was even submitted to parliament as a written question103 and during a Supreme Board
meeting of RTÜK in September, Sözcü Newspaper was issued an administrative fine on grounds
of the former logo the paper presented did not correspond to the registered logo of the company
it acquired which the newspaper had presented in its licensing application. A statement made by
RTÜK Supreme Board member İlhan Taşçı on the proportionality of the penalty acted to prove that
RTÜK has been acting with double standards104. When we add the non-existence of opposition voices
in mainstream media to its slow demise, we can conclude, as previously stated in the report, that
media ownership in Turkey is in the hands of an oligopoly.
In addition to media ownership, distribution and viewer ratings were shaped by the narrative described
above. Newspaper circulations, viewer ratings, the impact of columnists on social media posts and
web site statistics of 2020 are as follows:

Newspaper circulations
When the highest selling top 19 newspaper statistics are observed, 15 newspapers that conduct progovernment publications or have pro-government ownership take up a %80,14 share of newspaper
sales (total sales: 65,871,724) while opposition papers only take up a %19,86 share (total sales:
16,322,536). This clearly demonstrates that pluralism in the printed press is obstructed right from
the start.
Graph-9: Position of the highest circulating 19 newspapers in terms of the government- 2020 (Data source:
gazetetirajlari.com)
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Opposition
19.9%

Pro-government
80.1%

102 https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2020/gundem/rtukteki-sozcu-tv-logo-degisikligi-dosyasi-icin-daha-ne-bekliyorsunuz-6187403/
103 https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2020/gundem/chpli-utku-cakirozer-tbmmye-tasidi-sozcu-tvnin-logo-ve-lisans-basvurusu-nedenbekletiliyor-6010505/
104 https://www.sozcu.com.tr/2020/gundem/daha-yayina-baslamadan-rtukten-ceza-geldi-5996724/
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Uniformity of the rhetoric used by newspapers, media bosses having close financial ties with the
government despite increasing in number, have both contributed to abolishing a one-time neutral
mainstream media. It is not news to anyone that the media is divided into political camps. The
categorization of the 19 newspapers subject to this report was made as follows:
Pro-government: Sabah, Hürriyet, Posta, Türkiye, Milliyet, Akşam, Takvim, Yeni Şafak, Yeni Akit,
Yeni Asır, Yeni Birlik, Aydınlık, Doğru Haber, P. Fotomaç, Fanatik105
Opposition: Sözcü, Korkusuz, Cumhuriyet, Karar106
One of the biggest problems the media faced, other than ownership structures, was a 30% decrease in
newspaper sales in the first quarter of the year after the first Covid-19 case in Turkey was discovered
on 11 March 2020. This decline was followed by a minor improvement in newspaper sales towards
the end of the year. Yet when compared to the first two months of the year, all newspapers faced a
25% in circulation rates in 2020. Considering the total circulation of 19 newspapers, we see that the
rate of circulation has reached 82 million 194 thousand 260. The fact that the annual total circulation
of the newspapers is almost equal to the population of the country shows that the printed press is
on the verge of disappearing.

It is confirmed by the data that circulation rates, which were evaluated with the statistics of 2019 in
the previous section, will continue to decline in 2020, primarily due to the pandemic, secondary to the
transition to digital media and the decrease in trust in newspapers.

105 P. Fotomaç and Fanatik were included in this group due to their ownership structure despite being sports papers and not producing
political news
106 Karar newspaper was included in this group for backing Ahmet Davutoğlu, who first formed an opposition block within the AKP and
then founded his own political party.
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Graph-10: Newspaper circulations (Data source: gazetetirajlari.com)

Rating Shares
Graph-11: TV viewer ratings between the hours 19:00-24:00 (Data source: https://tiak.com.tr/tablolar)

Prepared by taking into account prime time viewer ratings (19.00- 24.00). Source: http://tiak.com.tr/tablolar

M4D Project studied viewer ratings based on statistics of the TV Audience Research Company and
categorized TV channels into three groups. Channels such as ATV, FOX, SHOW TV, KANAL D, STAR
TV, TRT 1 and BEYAZ TV that broadcast prime time news as well as series and reality shows were
categorized as “General”107 while channels that broadcast thematic content such sports, cartoons,
documentaries and do not broadcast news were categorized as “Other”108 while news channels109
were categorized as “News.
Fox TV ranked number one among TV channels whose prime-time ratings share, including news
hours, are over 5%, almost throughout the year and when estimated in total. This was followed by
ATV, SHOW TV and KANAL D. Therefore, it is safe to say TV broadcasting holds a distinct place in the
pro government/opposition binary. FOX TV, which is known for its critical stance, remains high in the
M4D Project 2020 Media Monitoring Report

list; the channel made headlines after its prime-time news reporter Fatih Portakal was fined for his
on-air commentary, and was directly targeted by the President. In August, evening news presenter
Fatih Portakal resigned from his position and was replaced by Selçuk Tepeli, a decision that shocked
everyone. Although it is still early to comment on what this development will mean for FOX TV, the
channel remained top of the list in throughout the year.
The remaining 5% consists of either pro government television channels or channels that are
not directly linked to daily politics other than through its evening news. Therefore, it is possible
107 Colour blue in the chart.
108 Colour green in the chart. Channels in the “Other” category: 360, TV8, KANAL 7, A2, TRT ÇOCUK, TRT BELGESEL, CARTOON NETWORK,
TEVE2, DISNEY CHANNEL, DMAX, TLC, TRT SPOR, A SPOR TV, MINIKA ÇOCUK, TRT MÜZIK, TV8,5, TV100, DİYANET TV, TRT KURDÎ
109 Colour pink in the chart. Channels in the “News” category: TRT HABER, CNN TÜRK, AHABER, HABER TÜRK, NTV, HALK TV, TGRT
HABER, TELE1, ÜLKE TV.
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to redistribute viewer ratings among news channels. Viewer rating shares among news channels
between the hours of 19:00-24:00 areas follows: TRT HABER- 0.75, CNN TÜRK- 0.64, A HABER- 0.52,
HABERTÜRK: 0.45, NTV: 0.38, HALK TV- 0.37, TGRT HABER- 0.31, TELE1- 0.14, Ülke TV- 0.11… When
we assess the situation according to the data, we see that opposition channels (HALK TV, TELE1)
take up 0,51% of viewer shares whereas the rest take up 2.69%. This five-fold difference shows that
the rating distribution, similar to the situation with newspapers, is experiencing a lack of pluralism
Inasmuch, it can be said that a period has been entered where TV channels outside of opposition
media lack plurality and have become almost indistinguishable from each other.

Social media impact of columnists
In addition to traditional media statistics, another important issue is the visibility of media platforms
in digital media. In this regard, there are two important aspects; the first being online interaction
statistics of columnists. According to the daily statistics of Medya Cat, Yılmaz Özdil and Sözcü
newspaper made it to the top 10 of most shared opinion columns on social media throughout the
year.

Social media share figures of columnists are quite close to the total circulation of many printed
newspapers, and in some cases share rates far exceed some publications’ total sales. Although
this has resulted in mainstream media outlets to reduce the number of their employees and some
newspapers to close their doors, it has also enabled alternative media outlets to produce content at
a much lower price to reach their audiences. What is most important is that mainstream media is
trying to dominate this digital domain. Regardless, the outreach and interaction mainstream media
news sites achieve is much higher than those of alternative media channels. It is because of these
reasons that throughout the year the government has strived to censor online news channels and
reduce them to the same situation the printed press and television face With the introduction of
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Table-2: List of websites whose columnists’ articles are shared on social media the most (Data source: Media
Cat Köşe Yazarları Endeksi)

the new internet law, it is not certain which of the online media outlets given above will be blocked
from access It is important emphasize once again, that websites belonging to Sendika.org and
Mesopotamia Agency are frequently shut down and statistically erased from the memory of the
internet.
Columnist
/ Total
shares
(Top 29)
Table-3:
List/ Newspaper
of columnists
shared
on social
media the most (Data source: Media Cat Köşe Yazarları Endeksi)
Columnist

Newspaper

Yılmaz Özdil

Sözcü

Ahmet Hakan

Hürriyet

Abdulkadir Selvi

Hürriyet

Nedim Şener

Hürriyet

Uğur Dündar

Sözcü

Arslan Bulut

Yeni Çağ

3.307.382
1.922.751
1.646.418
1.582.167
1.316.341
1.025.992

Murat Muratoğlu

Sözcü

Emin Çölaşan

Sözcü

Necati Doğru

Sözcü

537.033

Deniz Zeyrek

Sözcü

525.931

Çiğdem Toker

Sözcü

Aytunç ERKİN

Sözcü

Saygı Öztürk

Sözcü

Soner Yalçın

Sözcü

Süleyman Özışık

Türkiye

Can Ataklı

747.358
651.007

491.096
463.817
451.779
422.661
393.125

Korkusuz

381.502
2.811

Mehmed Göktaş

Doğru Haber

Rahmi Turan

Sözcü

370.281

Murat Ağrıel

Yeni Çağ

352.706

Orhan Uğuroğlu

Yeni Çağ

287.494

Fuat Uğur

Türkiye

278.904

Bekir Coşkun

Sözcü

226.733

İsmail Saymaz

Sözcü

224.925

Taha Akyol

Karar

Ahmet Takan

-

371.559

218.998
195.160

Servet AVCI

Yeni Çağ

189.541

Sinan Meydan

Sözcü

184.152

Ardan Zentürk

Star

175.140

Ali Karahasanoğlu

Yeni Akit

164.948

Turgay Güler

Akşam

0K 200K 400K 600K 800K 1000K 1200K 1400K 1600K 1800K 2000K 2200K 2400K 2600K 2800K 3000K 3200K 3400K 3600K

Sum of Total for each Newspaper broken down by Columnist.

As for the columnists, it should be reminded that Yılmaz Özdil is ahead of Ahmet Hakan, who has
the closest sharing statistics to himwith a 73% difference. Other Sözcü writers, and writers from
opposition newspapers Yeniçağ and Karar also ranked high in the list. Statistics in the table above
prove, as in all quarterly reports of 2020, that the internet has become one of the last safe havens
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for opposition media.
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Website
The table below contains information of the top 19 online newspapers and news sites, and was
prepared with data obtained from Alexa and Similar Web:
Table-4: Global and local ranking of news sites (Data source: alexa.com & similarweb.com)
Alexa

Similar Web
global rank

Similar Web
country rank

Alexa & Similar Web Average
(Global)

Hürriyet

389

12

151

7

270

Milliyet

588

15

222

11

405

Sözcü

936

21

259

13

598

Sabah

1131

33

230

12

681

354

8

1736

44

1045

Haberler

1227

34

991

30

1109

Yeni Akit

1040

30

3455

95

2248

Yeni Şafak

794

22

4640

116

2717

Cumhuriyet

4529

85

1504

38

3017

Takvim

6888

165

1609

31

4249

Akşam

14524

278

5714

143

10119

Fanatik

4800

126

3030

83

3915

P. Fotomaç

8438

224

3463

86

5951

T24

6595

131

3742

103

5169

12376

223

2468

61

7422

Karar

6464

136

14371

301

10418

Posta

11023

220

5824

133

8424

BirGün

13748

130

5411

144

9580

Gazete Duvar

18635

310

8283

208

13459

Yeni Asır

42920

978

11192

248

27056

Türkiye

33311

860

23015

499

28163

Evrensel

33572

511

32320

677

32946

Artı Gerçek

53978

1097

28577

640

41278

Aydınlık

66183

1276

36746

791

51465

Bianet

60651

150

60735

1322

60693

Korkusuz

77312

1919

25556

545

51434

Doğru Haber

77863

1322

108675

2149

93269

Ahval News

86675

-

40951

-

63813

Medyascope

132379

2662

106497

2217

119438

Gazete Karınca

212960

5594

242803

4881

227882

Dokuz 8 Haber

127249

2846

201893

4053

164571

Yeni Birlik

300281

6517

308000

6022

304141

Gazete Pencere

479608

27485

-

-

479608

Ensonhaber

OdaTV
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Alexa global
rank

There are many news outlets broadcasting on YouTube and Twitter that were not able to be included
in the chart above. It is also worth noting that certain websites were regularly shut down in this quarter
and had to continue under new domains, not to mention the fact that Ahval News’ website cannot
be accessed from Turkey, therefore could not be included in the list. One final note worth mentioning
is that outlets such as Medyascope and Gazete Pencere mainly use their mobile applications rather
than their websites to reach their audiences. Keeping this in mind, the list provides us with the
following conclusions:
•

Mainstream online news sites like Ensonhaber.com and Haberler.com have higher click rates
and are often chosen to follow the news over the websites of many printed newspapers,

•

Alternative media outlets that exist solely online (e.g. T24, Gazete Duvar etc.) have become a
beacon of plurality with their high click rates.

•

Newspapers who have been described as being “radical” such as the leftist papers BirGün
and Evrensel, in addition to the islamist newspaper Yeni Akit have also made it in the list.
“Centrist” perceptions created by mainstream national media are slowly being replaced by
online platforms.

•

As stated in the previous section, access restrictions and censorship practices reduce
confidence in methodologies used in preparing such lists given above, and also prevent
reaching access statistics of web sites. This will likely determine the ground for struggle in the
new era.

c.Situation of press workers
According to January and July 2020 figures of the Ministry of Family, Labour and Social Services,
union membership rates in the “Mass media and journalism” sector is 7.88%. While it is among
professions with the lowest rates of unionization, there has been an increase of 3.64% in unionization
in the press sector over the last 7 years, but this rate dropped in January 2020 by 0.13%. According
to the statistics of the first half of 2020, a new union has been established in the press, broadcasting
and journalism industry. The newly founded “Lider Medya-Sen” claims to represent, in addition to
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journalists, media laborers working in paper, printing and packaging110. There seems to be only six
(6) members of the union for the time being. The size of unions from large to small are as follows:
Medya-İş has 2,668 members, Basın-İş has 2,441, TGS has 1,318 and DİSK Basın-İş has 356 members.
In addition to union membership, M4D Project’s survey revealed that 55% of survey takers are a
member of a professional organization. However, unlike trade unions, professional organizations do
not make a direct contribution in terms of developing personal rights.

110 https://www.facebook.com/lidermedyasen/
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Graph-12: Number of union members of the “Mass media and journalism” sector between January 2003 and
July 2020 (Data source: (T.C. Ministry of Family, Labour and Social Services )111)

Although deunionization began in the 90s with plummeting unionization rates, the media sector
has recently been involved in unionization efforts; despite this, the increase in lay-offs and social
rights violations will likely result in a decrease in the number of union members in the upcoming
period. Following the Covid-19 outbreak laying-off employees was banned, this caused practices
of unpaid leave to increase. Considering the current trajectory of the economy, it is highly likely that
unemployment rates will gain significant momentum once lay-offs are permitted again. As stated
in the previous paragraph, it is a fact that professional organizations do not have a direct effect on
union rights, which has resulted in an increase in precarity in the mass media sector. According to
M4D Project’s survey, 75% of those who have experienced being dismissed from their jobs stated
that the legal their employers did not abide by the notification period required by law, prior to their
dismissal. As mentioned in the “Legal regulations” part of the report, in such an environment of

111 https://www.ailevecalisma.gov.tr/tr-tr/istatistikler/calisma-hayati-istatistikleri/sendikal-istatistikler/isci-sayilari-ve-sendikalarin-uyesayilari-hakkinda-tebligler/
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vulnerability, practices such as severance pay and depreciation shares appear ineffective.

Graph-13: Survey responses- “Was the legal notice period (usually 4-8 weeks) observed during your resignation?”

44 Answers

25%

No (33)

75%

Yes (11)

A primary example of precarity was the trial regarding the mass lay-off of 45 press workers from
Hürriyet newspaper in October 2019 due to being union members112. The trial continued in 2020
and 45 press workers are yet to receive any compensation. Demiören disregarding the union rights
of its employers and not paying compensation was criticized by the union representing the press
workers “the Journalists’ Union of Turkey” (TGS) and by international organizations with the slogan
“Enough Demirören!”113.

Other than work statistics, one of the most striking factors regarding the situation of press workers
in 2020 was the Covid-19 outbreak. According to the results of the M4D Project’s survey, 65.4% of
journalists stated that they did not receive any kind of personal protective equipment from their
employers, or that the equipment lacked in quality or quantity. Other than being exposed to shortterm work, forced into unpaid leave, some of the main issues journalists working from home faced
during this period were respectively uncertainty of work hours, additional logistical expenses, and
not being able to access news sources114.
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Of course, the pandemic has relatively “worked” in favour of certain outlets, this was especially
true for digital journalism. In addition to the emergence of new practices such as podcasts and
e-bulletins, it has been observed that current news platforms have increased their outreach and that
new platforms have begun to be established as well. Despite this, the pandemic has not been able to
change one thing about press workers, and that is the legal position and rights of online journalists.
The right to depreciation shares not including online journalists and most of the local press has
caused 60% of press workers to not be able to benefit from their personal rights. Journalist Hacı Bişkin
published a research article in Gazete Duvar in the third quarter of the year115 providing a summary
112 https://www.dw.com/tr/h%C3%BCrriyetteki-operasyonun-perde-arkas%C4%B1/a-51070287
113 https://www.birgun.net/haber/demiroren-yeter-321200
114 https://www.evrensel.net/haber/408585/pandemi-sonrasi-gazetecilik-olanaklar-kesfedildi-ancak-masraf-gazeteciye-yuklendi
115 https://www.gazeteduvar.com.tr/gundem/2020/07/06/meslek-orgutleri-anlatiyor-internet-gazetecilerinin-sorunlari-nasil-cozulur
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analysis regarding the situation of journalists working for online platforms The article, composed
of interviews with the heads of TGS, DİSK Basın-İş, and İnternet Medyası Derneği (Association of
Internet Media), displayed three main problems of online journalism
•

Online journalists are not considered as working in “mass media and journalism” but as “office”
workers. In other words, online journalists are not recognized by the state as journalists.

•

In this regard, they do not reserve the right to own a press-card. Therefore, they continually face
problems such as not being able to follow news from official sources, being arrested when
covering protests etc.

•

Again, online journalists’ employee rights are restricted due to being considered as “office”
workers, and are subject to precarious work.

In addition to the problems mentioned above, new regulations have made it much easier to exercise
censorship over the internet which has resulted in online journalists to be frequently deprived of their
means of production. Along with issues regarding depreciation shares and compensation, which
affect all journalists, the problem of online journalism continues to be an obstacle in front of press
freedom in Turkey.
When press worker’s views of the profession are taken into account, we see that journalists precisely
reflect the realities of the sector. Half of the survey takers that chose to disclose their identities
work for alternative media outlets. When asked about what affects their satisfaction regarding the
organization they work for, we frequently saw restrictions on press freedom to be an issue. 44.6%
of journalists who took the survey consider being able to freely practise their profession to have a
positive effect on themselves. It is worth mentioning again that the majority of these journalists
work for alternative media outlets. Unfortunately, with 32.1% the second most common answer from
journalists was “There isn’t anything that motivates me”. When other we observed other responses
we found that “promotion opportunities” and “career advancement” to were among the least given
answers to the survey. Again, those who stated their wages to be a positive aspect was only 12.5%.
In other words, those who were not happy with their wages was 87.5%. Coupled with restrictions on

Graph-14: Survey responses- “What are some of the positive aspects of the organization you work for?”
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freedom of the press, journalists’ job satisfaction is expected to decrease even further in 2021.

6-News production and
its value
a.News production and investigative journalism
This part of the report contains a summary of the analysis of news production given in the M4D
Project 2020 second quarterly report. Rather than focusing on specific cases, this chapter aims to
provide an overview of the situation of news production as a result of structural issues mention in
the report. In its broadest sense, news production is process as described below:

Event(s)		

DATA AND SOURCE RESEARCH 		

NEWS TEXT

EDITING PROCESS		

INVESTIGATION		

News

Issues regarding news production process in Turkey are as follows:
Data and sources: In terms of developments that affect the country as a whole, official sources,
or in other words the state is generally the primary source to access information about said
incident. Official sources provide little to no transparency regarding how public sources are spent,
indictments, disclosing issues that are in the public’s interest, and on many other issues. Data on
blocked websites, press-cards pending approval, government expenditure, and court verdicts116
which provide data to news production and are directly related to freedom of the press, are not open
to the public This argument escalated to new heights in March after COVID-19 reached Turkey. For
example, after CHP Istanbul Deputy Veli Ağbaba drew attention to the discrepancies of the number of
deaths and confirmed cases, access to the Funeral Information System of the e-government system
was blocked117. Media organizations were not able to even conduct news for 27 hours about the
resignation of Berat Albayrak, Minister of Finance and Treasury, and son-in-law of President Erdoğan.
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Meanwhile hundreds of news content was subject to access restrictions on grounds of “invasion of
privacy”, “tarnishing one’s honour” and being a “threat to national security”118.
In addition to issues on the lack of transparency in data sharing, problems regarding data sources
also manifest in targeting and smear campaigns. The state and pro-government media deny and
disregard any comments and narratives that are not based on “official sources”. In December 2019,
Minister of Interior Süleyman Soylu ironically stated he would like “to give up everything and become

116 Following changes in UYAP in 2018, even lawyers have not been able to access files regarding their own court cases
117 https://t24.com.tr/haber/chp-li-agbaba-dun-koronavirus-nedeniyle-olenlerin-sayisi-16-olarak-aciklandi-ama-sadece-istanbul-da-20olum-var,869523
118 https://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/haber/son-bir-ayda-100u-askin-habere-erisim-engeli-getirildi-uzmanlar-uyardi-otosansurkacinilmaz-1774689
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a journalist”119 proving the extent that journalism has become “demonized”. Meanwhile, we see
cases of journalists whose claims and sources have not been refuted become targeted by the media
itself120. Such developments have become daily occurrences as state sourced data has become
monopolized under “the news service” which acts to outcast any news and source that may give rise
opposition. As a result of such political interference with news sources, tools used by journalists
to follow information also vary. It is possible to say that due to not being able to access official
sources and documents journalists have resorted to social media to gather data. When asked about
“most frequently used sources in news production” in M4D Project’s survey 72.2% of survey takers,
unsurprisingly, stated “personal contacts” which ranked first place. This was closely followed by
“social media” with a 57.9% share, ranking second and confirming the statement made above. Social
media was followed by “official sources” with a 43.6% share, and “news agencies” with 39.8%.
Graph-15: Survey responses- “News sources”
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The list shows us that in addition to problems with accessing official sources, social media has
become instrumental for journalists to access primary news sources. During one of M4D Project’s
events journalist Ayşe Sayın, who for many years worked as a parliamentary correspondent, made
primary news sources for journalists were chatting to political party leaders in parliament, or through
regular statements issued by the government. Yet following the transition to the Presidential system,
not only has the suppression of critical voices posed an issue, but critical news organizations not
being able to access official sources has also been problematic Nowadays, the only way to access
news is to go to the “Presidential Palace”, and those who are welcome there are the Anatolian Agency
and pro-government media organizations. Accessing the Palace aside, even accessing Ministry of
Health data during the pandemic was prevented. A significant case of this, that is very important to
mention, occurred regarding Yol TV correspondent Özge Uyanık. Uyanık was first prevented from
119 https://www.birgun.net/haber/soylu-her-seyi-birakip-gazetecilik-yapmak-istiyorum-279792
120 https://www.aksam.com.tr/yazarlar/emin-pazarci/ders/haber-1061326
121 https://youtu.be/r1Pme5Vg8d0?t=5106
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some remarks pointing to a regime change regarding official sources121. According to Sayın, in the past

asking the Minister of Health a question during a press conference, and was then removed from the
WhatsApp group that was established by the Ministry of Health to brief journalists122. Such cases
that prove the “impossibility” of accessing information regularly occurred throughout the year.
Research: Being the first step of investigative journalism as its name implies, the problems press
workers in Turkey face in terms of research demonstrate the extent of hardships they experience in
their work. As many famous journalists stated in an article published by Journo in October, 2019123
a reporter’s primary job is to research; yet journalists who are obliged to produce 3-4 news pieces a
day, who are not (or cannot be) provided with the necessary means by their employers to conduct
long term research or to travel to the news source, cannot possibly carry out investigative journalism.
In this context, social media opens the doors of direct access for journalists yet this results in
the rapid consumption of the agenda and produces a sort of amnesia. In addition, many sources
contributing to research may be subject to allegations of “terrorism”, “inciting hatred and enmity
among the public” which often results in self-censorship. Even during catastrophic events such as
earthquakes or wars, the topic of censorship comes up, and many news articles do not make it past
the news editor’s desk. Meanwhile, information gathered from primary sources through testimony or
documents are no longer accepted as evidence in Turkey. Article 12 of the Press Law clearly states
that journalists reserve the right to protect the confidentiality of their sources. According to Seda
Karatabanoğlu’s article in Journo, there are exceptional situations124 such as when it is in the public’s
interest, or as part of a refutation, the identity of sources may be revealed through taking adequate
security measures. Yet, in an environment where media plurality is non-existent, every piece of
news that lacks a source reserves the potential of being branded as a “lie”. Taking it a step further,
even news that is based on well-sourced documents can be subjected to access restrictions by the
government, and resulting in its erasure from public memory. The Court of Accounts reports, which
were on the agenda throughout the year and are considered among the most reliable documents of
public expenditures, was one of the most crucial examples of this issue. As discussed in the report’s
RTÜK section, journalists reporting on the Court of Accounts Report have been subject to threats125
and censorship126 in attempts to stop them from producing news. It is through these practices that
investigation, one of the most primary tenets of news, is regularly blocked.
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News Writing: It is difficult to talk about editorial services regarding “news writing” other than language
checking under conditions where data, source and research processes cannot be properly carried out.
Yet, it is safe to say that self-censorship is one of the most frequently encountered problems in news
writing. M4D Project’s survey posed the open-ended question whether journalists have ever given up
on news due to concerns of receiving criticism or the content not being published; answers provided
by survey takers clearly demonstrate that self-censorship is increasingly becoming commonplace.
35% of survey takers stated they have experienced self-censorship, the most common reason was
122 https://www.gercekgundem.com/medya/239688/sorusu-engellenmisti-muhabir-ozge-uyanik-saglik-bakanliginin-iletisimgrubundan-da-cikarildi
123 https://journo.com.tr/arastirmaci-gazetecilik-altin-donem
124 https://journo.com.tr/haber-kaynagi-belge-yasal-hak
125 http://siyasihaber6.org/tele1e-canli-yayinda-sansur-rtuk-uyardi-yolsuzluk-yorumu-yarim-kaldi
126 https://susma24.com/rtuk-sayistay-raporlarindan-rahatsiz/
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due to their employer’s “ties with the government”, which was followed by “censorship and the risk
of being taken to court” in second place, and in third “the risk of financial loss”. Based on the data, it
is possible to say that “the risk of financial loss” is a common concern both for those who manage
their own platforms and journalists who are employed by an organization. Censorship, and indirectly
self-censorship, are the two biggest obstacles regarding news writing.
In terms of presenting news, we have observed issues regarding media literacy and the use of
innovative techniques. Data visualization techniques and different broadcasting tools (such as
podcasts, e-bulletins, videos, mapping etc.) have only recently begun to be used in Turkey. It is
important to note that these methods are only used by a very limited population, and that they must
be discussed more in terms of journalism departments at universities and those specializing in the
field. The concentration of capacity building activities, especially in terms of referring international
funds and support to this domain, remains crucial.
Editorial process: The process mention above regarding news writing is true for the editorial
process. Before entering a discussion about the professional capacities of editors, we must keep in
mind developments addressed in the “censorship, self-censorship, targeting and threats” chapter of
the report, since any news article that opposes the state or government might be subject to these
measures described in them. As discussed under each heading of news production, a text generally
hurdles many obstacles before arriving at the editor’s desk. The editor tends to find themselves
stuck between either protecting the journalist from the law and punitive practices or conveying the
truth. Press trials, in many cases, also involve members of administrative boards including news
editors and editors-in-chief.
Another complicated aspect of the editorial process concerns “sponsored content”, especially
in terms of digital publications. As brought to everyone’s attention by media ombudsman Faruk
Bildirici in the last quarter of the year127 “advertisements” and “news” have merged in business pages
of newspapers, TV series and show, and in all kinds of digital content. Although media channels
have been broadcasting advertisements for decades, these “news-like” advertisements are new
techniques which have recently developed. This method, which was discussed by Bildirici in terms of
Turkuvaz Media and Kalyon Holding conducting advertisements as though they were interviews, has
becoming indiscernible from each other is expected to take ethical debates concerning journalism
and editing processes to a new level. Another issue in the same vein is “Breaking News”. According
to turnusol.org platform’s 1 month analysis conducted in November 2020 using artificial intelligence
the most frequently used expression by news sites is “Breaking News”129. Although providing upto-date news is a fundamental tenet of journalist, the use of this phrase is not as innocuous as
it seems. As mentioned in the report, news sites use this phrase deceitfully to increase website
visitors through Google’s algorithm.
127 https://t24.com.tr/haber/medya-ombudsmani-faruk-bildirici-gazete-okurlarini-uyardi-reklamlar-editoryal-icerikten-ayirt-edilebilirolmali,911133?__twitter_impression=true
128 https://journo.com.tr/dogal-reklam-nedir
129 https://journo.com.tr/son-dakika-haber-siteleri
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become one of the main sources of income for digital platforms128. News content and advertisements

It can be said that political pressure, monopolization, censorship and other similar mechanisms play
an intricate role in news production. There have been many reports published internationally about
the topic throughout the year. The Centre for Media Pluralism and Media Freedom (CMPF) published
a report this year130 in which it listed “basic protection, market plurality, political independence and
social inclusion” as indicators of press freedom. Very little difference was observed between the
situation depicted in CMPF’s 2018-2019 Country Report: Turkey131 and the situation of freedom of
the press in Turkey in 2020. According to the report, journalists are considered to be at “high risk”
and scored 83% on the “basic protection” indicator. Again, Turkey ranked high in access restriction by
scoring 96% in the “protection of right to information” indicator. In terms of market pluralism, Turkey
scored 69% bordering on the high-risk category. Although the presence of different media affiliates
in printed and visual media play a role in the emergence of this percentage, the fact that most of
these companies publish pro-government narratives due to reasons -outlined in the third part of
the report- may have caused a deviation in statistics. This claim is further backed by the “political
independence” indicator in CMPF, in which Turkey scored 83% and is considered to be high risk.
Again, scoring 82% in the “social inclusiveness” indicator which includes topics such discrimination,
disabled access, female representation, Turkey was again considered to be high risk. Similarly,
according to the EU Annual Report on Human Rights and Democracy in the World 2019132 journalism
faces four main challenges: Political interference in the media sector; economic sustainability of
independent outlets; concentration of media ownership; various forms of intimidation, including
violence against journalists and other media workers... According to the indicators of both reports,
obstacles in front of news production and its value in Turkey have gradually rendered investigative
journalism more difficult.

b.Disinformation & the monopoly of information
A central tenet of the discussion above are disinformation and the monopoly of information. In
addition to M4D Project’s 2020 quarterly reports which focus on a case by case basis, in this report
disinformation will be assessed in terms of its definition and meaning for the press of Turkey.
The word dezenformasyon (disinformation in Turkish) according to the Turkish Language Association
stems from the word désinformation in French which means the distortion of information. It is quite
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apparent the disinformation includes the distortion of information but the phenomenon is not limited
to it. Every piece of information that is distorted, or every simple lie, is not disinformation. Similarly,
each piece of false information cannot be considered as disinformation, quite the contrary we see
that disinformation is often based on some kind truth, albeit distorted. Theoretically speaking, it
could be said the disinformation is comprised of three main tenets: (1) Disinformation is information,
(2) Disinformation is misleading information, (3) Disinformation is non-accidentally misleading
information133. Based on this definition, disinformation differs from false information in terms of
“intent”. In addition, disinformation is not necessarily straying away from the truth, but is more
130 https://cadmus.eui.eu/bitstream/handle/1814/67828/MPM2020-PolicyReport.pdf
131 https://cadmus.eui.eu/bitstream/handle/1814/67821/turkey_results_mpm_2020_cmpf.pdf
132 http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-8580-2020-INIT/en/pdf
133 Fallis, Don. “What is disinformation?.” Library Trends 63.3 (2015): 401-426.
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focused on portraying the truth a certain way, especially in regard to the worldview of the person/
people who are subjected to it. In other words, disinformation can be interpreted as the deliberate
corruption and/or distortion of real phenomena by someone for their own benefit. A population’s
readiness to accept disinformation is closely tied to its political and ideological background, which
makes it very dangerous in terms of democracy, freedom of expression and freedom of the press.
In Turkey’s case, considering the media ownership structure and its political ties, disinformation
has as significant impact on the public, and is often used in attempts to shape public perception.
These attempts at shaping public perception deepen existing polarization by trapping discourse into
a narrative of national security.
There have been concrete examples of the theoretical definition given above in Turkey in the last few
months of the year. A primary example was in regard to the Constitutional Court ruling for the re-trial
of CHP Deputy Enis Berberoğlu. Following the Constitutional Court’s verdict, the Istanbul 14th High
Criminal Court stated that Berberoğlu did not need to be re-tried; the main opposition party objected
this statement as it disregarded the high courts verdict134. Opposition leader Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu’s
objection was harshly criticized by pro-government media by accusing him of calling for a “lynch
campaign”135. Public outcry on Twitter regarding the event was described as coming from “the fake
accounts of terrorists” and was portrayed as not reflecting public sentiment in any way. What is
most worrying about this development was that a main opposition party leader, using his freedom of
expression, voiced his criticism and was accused of “calling for a lynch campaign”, while those who
expressed themselves on social media were labelled as “terrorists” contributing to this so-called lynch
campaign. Furthermore, politics conducted on a legitimate basis was portrayed as being illegitimate,
perpetuating the construction of “the other” by labelling them as “terrorists”. Another example of this
occurred concerning a different politician, former co-leader of HDP Selahattin Demirtaş. Just before
the ECtHR ordered the release of Selahattin Demirtaş in December, the government had stated that
it had accelerated the work it was carrying out on reforms regarding justice, law and human rights136.
Following ECtHR’s judgment President Erdoğan stated “It [ECtHR] can not rule instead of our courts
(...) this is an exceptional practise on behalf of the ECtHR, legal remedies have not been exhausted
yet”137. Following President Erdoğan’s statements, Demirtaş’ lawyer said “Someone must have clearly
misinformed the President. There is no question of not exhausting legal remedies. If such a thing did
to the hearing, as well”138. Following this debate, it was revealed once again the President Erdoğan
had applied to the ECtHR 3 times in the past, and that he himself went through similar things during
the trial about his former party being shut down. In both cases, the opposition could not prevent
the spread of disinformation in the mainstream media and the commentators from speaking by
listening to only one side of the story.
134 https://www.ntv.com.tr/turkiye/son-dakika-haberi-chp-genel-baskani-kilicdaroglu-mecliste-konusuyor,c_DqhSQyI02rh5msjBTNnw
135 https://www.sabah.com.tr/gundem/2020/10/15/chpden-linc-kampanyasi
136 https://www.hurriyet.com.tr/gundem/adalet-bakani-gul-insan-haklari-cercevesinde-atilacak-adimlar-uzerinde-calisiyoruz-41678971
137 https://tr.euronews.com/2020/12/23/erdogan-bizi-baglamaz-dedigi-aihm-e-kac-kez-basvurdu
138 https://tr.sputniknews.com/aksam_postasi/202012231043453038-demirtasin-avukatindan-ic-hukuk-yollari-tuketilmeden-aihmkarar-verdi-iddiasina-yanit/
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in fact happen, the ECtHR would have denied the case in the first place. Turkey made no claim prior

Based on the accounts given above, it is safe to say that disinformation is not uniform, that it is multifaceted and is use to target the opposition. It is also possible to say that disinformation is increasingly
being practised through social media. A topic on the agenda throughout the year was both Turkey’s
and the rest of the world’s struggle against disinformation on social media. First Facebook, then
Twitter began labelling state controlled accounts139. Twitter, which also shut down governmentcontrolled troll accounts, aims to make headway in combating disinformation. The organization is
planning to put these practices in effect in Turkey, as well140. According to Twitter’s latest report
published in 2019141 Turkey ranked number one out of all countries with a total of 6.073 content
removal requests of which only 5% were complied by Twitter142, reveals the levels of censorship and
disinformation the country faces.

7-Advocacy work and
new initiatives by
journalists
This section, which presents a summary of the work of journalists, professional organizations,
political parties, and international institutions throughout 2020, was prepared in consultation with
trade unions and non-governmental organizations operating in the field.

a.Union activities
The agendas of the 5 unions operating in the mass media and journalism field (Basın-İş, DİSK Basınİş, Medya-İş, Lider Medya-Sen, TGS) differed throughout the year. What they all had in common was
the Covid-19 pandemic. Some unions prioritized organizational activities in member workplaces,
while some unions contributed to the development of press freedom through advocacy activities
and regular information sharing. No data was able to be obtained regarding the union activities and
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advocacy work of Medya-İş and the newly founded Lider Medya-Sen. The agendas of Basın-İş, TGS
and DİSK Basın-İş comprised of the following headings:
•

Working conditions of media workers during the Covid-19 outbreak

•

Pres-cards

•

Follow-up of lawsuits and violations of rights

139 https://www.dw.com/tr/twitter-devlet-kontroll%C3%BC-hesaplara-uyar%C4%B1-koyuyor/a-54478413
140 https://help.twitter.com/tr/rules-and-policies/state-affiliated
141 https://transparency.twitter.com/en/removal-requests.html
142 https://transparency.twitter.com/en/countries/tr.html
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•

Depreciation shares

•

Compensation

•

Solidarity against censorship and imprisoned journalists

Of course, problems in the media field rather than corporate initiative have played a role in determining
these topics. Through reports, campaigns, national and international advocacy activities, unions
both try to solve current issues as well as engaging in activities that will pave the way for union
organization.

2020 Union Selection:
•

Video series by DİSK Basın-İş called “Union Meetings at Home” and “Health of Working from
Home”143: the videos give journalists information about their rights during the pandemic
while also providing advice regarding workers’ mental health.

•

TGS #HaberinOlmaz144 and #GazetecilerYıpranıyor145 Campaigns: Through the first
campaign #HaberinOlmaz, the 2019-2020 Press Freedom Report was shared and the
connection between the pressures applied to journalism and the right to news was voiced.
Through the second campaign #GazetecilerYıpranıyor, awareness was raised regarding
depreciation shares.

b.Activities of the Association, political parties and other CSOs
Throughout 2020, the main issues for civil society organizations, and political parties focusing on the
media, were similar to the agenda of unions. In addition to trade unions, local media organizations
also had regular networking activities with both public institutions and local governments regarding
working conditions, especially in the Covid-19 period, and sought ways of advocacy in terms of these
institutions.

has been providing journalists with in-kind support in various fields, while also making it possible
to write this report146. The Project aims to increase media pluralism, help journalists practise their
profession and support press freedom, and in order to do so provides journalists, CSOs operating
in the media field and media platforms with editorial support, technical equipment, social media
services, training etc. The Association of Journalists continues to monitor and report developments
in freedom of the press in Turkey on a monthly, quarterly and annual basis through M4D Project and
PfF Project147. Under the same financing package as the M4D project, another project is carried out
143 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGmpaInYEkkhxeyAcXc-Hdg/videos
144 https://tgs.org.tr/haberinolmaz/
145 https://tgs.org.tr/gazetecileryipraniyor/
146 http://media4democracy.org/en/support/
147 http://media4democracy.org/en/reports/
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The Association of Journalists through the M4D Project, which is financed by the European Union,

by TGS and İzmir Journalists’ Association. These projects provide journalists with training to improve
their capacities, provide legal counsel and psycho-social support, editorial support, and to help
journalists establish web sites and utilize digital tools. Meanwhile organizations such as the Media
and Law Studies Association (MLSA), Press in Arrest and Journo continued to regularly document
and monitor developments regarding press trials and the conditions of imprisoned journalists.
These organizations also frequently conduct campaigns and activities to show solidarity with
imprisoned journalists. Organizations such as the Federation of Journalists in Turkey, Confederation
of Journalists in Turkey, Progressive Journalists’ Association conduct monitoring activities on press
freedom and continue to struggle for the development of the right to professional association. There
are also other associations representing sub-groups within the profession such as the Economy
Correspondents’ Association, Diplomacy Correspondents’ Association, Photojournalists’ Association
of Turkey, Sports Writers’ Association of Turkey. It is also worth reminding that Speak Up Platform,
Expression Interrupted, IPS İletişim Vakfı actively conduct monitoring activities regarding press
trials, censorship cases and freedom of expression violations. In addition to these organizations,
journalists’ associations throughout Turkey continue to bring together the local press through their
activities. It is worth reminding that CSOs operating in the media field have also published reports
focusing on monitoring freedom of the press. Please find a selection of published reports monitoring
the state of the media and freedom of expression in Turkey at the following link: http://bit.ly/raporlarsecki-2020
When it comes to political parties, it can be said that almost all reporting and advocacy work in the
field of press and freedom of expression is carried out by opposition parties. The list given above
contains reports published by political parties and by their individual representatives. An important
aspect of 2020 in terms of political parties were written questions submitted in parliament. Questions
and research motions submitted in parliament are the cornerstones of policy making, and were on the
agenda throughout the year. Yet, despite according to parliamentary procedure of the Grand National
Assembly the government or the Presidency has to respond to written motions within 15 days148
this is rarely followed. Further, most responses fail to contain content that is based on facts or have
any evidential value. Our research shows that the Grand National Assembly of Turkey’s database
contains 58 written motions that have been submitted under the keyword “Press”149. Considering
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that 7 motions were signed by the end of the year, the result of the remaining 51 motions is as
follows: Only 7 of the motions, in other words 13.7%, were answered within a period of 15 days. 33
of these motions (64.7) received a response after their expiration, while 11 motions (21.5%) were
labelled with the statement “Published on Incoming Papers Because Not Answered Within the Given
Time Period”. Considering the above, it can be said that the Grand National Assembly of Turkey
postpones issues regarding press freedom. It was also observed that the given responses were
criticized by the opposition parties for being unsatisfactory150.

148 https://www.tbmm.gov.tr/docs/ictuzuk.pdf
149 https://www.tbmm.gov.tr/develop/owa/yazili_sozlu_soru_sd.sorgu_sonuc?taksim_no=7&kullanici_id=19325260&sonuc_
sira=60&bulunan_kayit=58&metin_arama=bas%FDn&icerik_arama=
150 https://yeni1mecra.com/5-gazetecinin-surekli-basin-kartinin-yenilenmemesi-meclise-tasindi/
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c.International civil society and European Union activities
International civil society organizations operating in the media field conduct activities both directly
and through local institutions in Turkey. In addition to regular cooperation, international campaigns
aiming to raise awareness of rights violations targeting the press violations and improving freedom
of the press in Turkey continue to hold their places on the international agenda. It is important to
remember that both the European Union and the United Nations continue to support freedom of the
press through its various mechanisms that provide support in-kind, funds, and capacity building.
Other than its direct involvement or sub-grant schemes, the European Union conducts its civil society
work on press freedom through the International Press Institute (IPI), the European Centre for Press
and Media Freedom, and The Centre for Media Pluralism and Media Freedom (CMPF). Embassies
of member states also provide various supports in Turkey. Media organizations are also part of
international civil society initiatives that monitor and report developments in the media in Turkey.
Media Freedom Rapid Response (MFRR), CPJ, IPI, IPJ, EFJ, RsF, Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), the European Union, and the United Nations exhibited examples of
international press solidarity in different fields. Internationally, the most critical issues of the year in
terms of press freedom were as follows:
•

In terms of the UN, the most important issue in the third quarter of 2020 was the organization’s
five-year Universal Periodic Review (UPR). UN Human Rights Council held a conference
session in January 2020 with the participation of civil society organizations146151 and then
another session in July 2020 where it listened to member states’ suggestions regarding
Turkey152, and finally in September the responses to these suggestions. Turkey acknowledged
302 suggestions out of 321 that were made for Turkey in view of producing policy measures
compliant with international law153. Turkey rejected the remaining 19 suggestions claiming
they were “political” in content. Representatives claimed that 216 of the 302 suggestions
were already being practised. Turkey either rejected or claimed that it had ameliorated issues
regarding online access restrictions infringing freedom of expression and of the press, arbitrary
Kavala and Selçuk Kozağaçlı, easing its anti-terror law, and the rule of law. In the following fiveyear period, the UN Human Rights Council expects Turkey to follow these prescribed measures
and present its final report. Despite this, Turkey faced criticism from many organizations active
in the field of freedom of expression and of the press154.

151 https://www.upr-info.org/en/review/Turkey/Session-35---January-2020
152 https://www.upr-info.org/sites/default/files/document/turkey/session_35_-_january_2020/report_of_the_working_group-turkey_
english.pdf
153 https://undocs.org/A/HRC/44/14/Add.1
154 https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/eur44/3071/2020/en/,
https://www.hrw.org/news/2020/09/29/adoption-outcome-universal-periodic-review-turkey,
https://ifex.org/repression-of-free-expression-in-turkey-continues-amid-adoption-of-upr/,
https://observatoryihr.org/news/turkey-to-yet-again-make-promises-it-wont-keep-to-the-un-human-rights-council/
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practises in press trials, the detention of famous human rights advocates such as Osman

•

The European Union Progress Report issued in the last quarter of the year, drew attention to the
rigid problems faced in Turkey in terms of freedom of expression and the press in Chapter 23 of
the report155. As mentioned previously in this report, the Council of Europe Venice Commission
stated that the amendment of legal practitioners act and the transition to a multiple bar system
would pave the way for politicizing the justice system156 resulting in a devastating effect on
democracy and press freedom. The report which indicated that 90% of the media in Turkey is
pro-government, also discussed how the TRT lost is independence under the Directorate of
Communications, and fines issued by RTÜK to TV channels.

8-Assessment and
suggestions
Without a doubt, except for the relative decrease in imprisoned journalists, 2020 has been a dark
period in terms of freedom of the press in Turkey. It should be noted that many of the legal regulations
during the year are not related to the “law reform” discourse and contain decisions that will further
impede the freedom of the press. Job satisfaction of press workers continue to decline and their
life standards are getting worse each day. In addition, for many journalists the number of media
organizations they can work for are almost non-existent, due to political reasons. When it comes
to issues such as censorship, blocking, threats, assaults, and insults, it is seen that the press is
under more intense pressure than ever before. As a result of this, self-censorship, disinformation,
smear campaigns, fake news, and “copy-paste” news is inevitably preparing the end of journalism.
It also appears that media ownership in Turkey has completed its transformation, resulting in a
settle pro-government structure. Therefore, initiatives by journalists, capacity building activities and
international campaigns and supports play a vital role in creating a pluralism media.
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In view of what has been mentioned above, please find below a list of suggestions complementing
the suggestions regarding implementations of international remedies and monitoring legal
developments that was discussed in the previous section157:
•

Resorting to legal remedies for the cancellation of the new internet regulation and following
up on applications,

•

Restoring the right of compensation for depreciation for journalists and printing house
employees without the requirement of a press card

155 https://www.ab.gov.tr/siteimages/trkiye_raporustrateji_belgesi_2020/turkey_report_2020.pdf
156 https://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/?pdf=CDL-AD(2020)029-e
157 Some suggestions given in this part of the report contain suggestions from previous reports of the M4D Project. This has been due
to continuous violations of freedom of the press and no headway being made in rights development
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•

Preventing lay-offs and short-term work practices during the COVID-19 outbreak, and taking
the necessary measures to stop rights losses of press workers

•

Resorting to international remedies and human rights mechanisms for the release of detained
and imprisoned journalists as a result of the politicization of the judiciary; taking steps to
ensure journalists do not remain behind bars during their trials

•

Resorting to local legal remedies in order to suspend the execution of penalties imposed by
BİK and RTÜK,

•

Changing the statutes in the Press Code and updating articles concerning terrorism, national
security, and respecting individual rights,

•

Issuing Press-cards by a commission consisting of press representatives rather than being
directly dispensed by an institution acting on behalf of a government body; ensuring that the
input of civil society and professional organizations are taken into account when drafting the
new Press Card Law

•

Conducting advocacy work to ensure those whose press-card renewal applications are pending
are provided information by the Communications Directorate of the Presidency,

•

Ensuring that the professional status of online journalists is changed from “office workers” to
“mass media workers”,

•

Sustaining support provided by the European Union and EU member state embassies to
alternative media outlets that do not have the means of mainstream media

The follow-up of these suggestions, some long-term and some short, will of course be included in
the M4D Project’s Media Monitoring Reports, and dialogue will continue to be initiated with relevant
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institutions.
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The Association of Journalists
The Association of Journalists was founded
on 10 January 1946 by journalists Mekki Sait
Esen, Niyazi Acun, Aka Gündüz, Bilal Akba,
Adil Akba, Sebahattin Sönmez and Muvaffak
Menemencioğlu. The founding purpose of
the association was to unite journalists in
different press organs under one roof, improve
professional and social rights, and to safeguard
the rights and freedoms of journalism which are
imperative to the profession.
Founding chairman Mekki Sait Esen headed the
Association of Journalists between 1946 and
1956, he was succeeded by former senator Ecvet
Güresin between 1956-1957.
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Gazanfer Kurt, founder and owner of Kudret
Newspaper, headed the association until 1959,
then Atilla Bartınlıoğlu took over until 1960.
Former CHP member of parliament Altan Öymen
was chairman of the association between 1960
and 1961, he was later succeeded by İbrahim
Cüceoğlu in 1961. Akis magazine manager and
writer Metin Toker became chairman of the
Association of Journalists in 1962, after having
served a 7 month and 53-day prison sentence in
1957. Founding owner of Ekspress Newspaper
Doğan Kasaroğlu took over as chairman in 1963
until 1968, he was later appointed as general
manager of TRT.
Beyhan Cenkçi, who worked in positions such
as general editor, writer, editor-in-chief and
executive editor for Yenigün, Ulus, Ankara
Telgraf, Ankara Ekspres and Dünya newspapers,
was also chairman of the Journalists Union
for five years. Cenkçi, who received a one-anda-half year prison sentence along with some
of his colleagues before 1960, was elected as
chairman of the Association of Journalists in
1969. He continued to serve as chairman of the
Association of Journalists until 1992. Cenkçi
also served as senator in the Senate of the
Republic during his 24 years as chairman in the
Association of Journalists.
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Nazmi Bilgin, who started his professional
career in 1971 in Son Havadis Newspaper,
worked as chief-in-editor and owner of Güneş
Newspaper, he later served as news director
at Dünya Newspaper. Bilgin also worked as
the parliament and Presidency correspondent
for Tercüman Newspaper. After having taken
part in the founding of TRT-2, he worked as
“Senior Correspondent” and “General Manager
Consultant” in TRT for five years. Bilgin was
elected as Chairman of the Association of
Journalists unanimously in 1992. He founded
the Federation of Journalists in Turkey in 1996,
where he served as chairman until 2009.
Bilgin served as the Ankara correspondent for BRT
Television, he is also a member and supervisor
in the Turkish National Commission for UNESCO.
He continues to serve as a member of the
board of directors for the Public Advertisement
Authority (BİK), and he is a member of the board
of trustees, board of directors of the Turkish
Armed Forces “Elele Foundation” and the
Advertisement Agency.
The Association of Journalists is as old as
Turkey’s transition to a multi-party system, or in
other words its transition to a pluralist democracy.
Our association started its journey with only a
handful of journalists, today it has more than
2000 members, financial independence and has
become one of Turkey’s oldest, largest and most
respected professional and non-governmental
organizations.
Since its beginning in 1946, the Association of
Journalists has relentlessly stood by its country,
and has vigilantly defended the republic, its
pluralist democracy, freedom of expression
and freedom of the press. The Association of
Journalists has taken its rightful place among
the respected professional organizations of our
country thanks to the reassurance it has provided
over the years.
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Media for Democracy,
Democracy for Media Project
This project was started in January 2019 by
the Association of Journalists to strengthen
pluralism in the media and freedom of the press
in Turkey as a safeguard for democracy, and will
go on until March 2022.
The overall objective of the project: To strengthen
pluralist media and free press in Turkey as a safe
guard for democracy.
Specific objectives of the project: The first
objective is to provide a basis for increased
support and awareness by the public for a
pluralist and free media; the second objective is
to create a conducive environment for journalists
to increase solidarity. The activities carried out
as part of the project are as follows:
As part of the project, annual Press Freedom
Monitoring Reports and quarterly Monitoring
of Media Environment Reports are published.
These reports are distributed to universities,
media organizations, government agencies, all
relevant civil society organizations, the European
Commission, embassies of EU member states in
Turkey, and journalists.
Situation assessment meetings are held
across Turkey to improve data gathering and
broaden information networks. These meetings
help to combine existing networks, increase
opportunities for cooperation, expand the
capacity for observation, and provide valuable
opportunities for local media CSOs and journalists
to exchange views on national and international
issues. These meetings also function to provide
content for reports on Freedom of the Press and
Freedom of Expression.
Regular visits to state institutions in Ankara are
carried out in order to improve the environment
of the media and conduct lobbying activities
for freedom of expression; these visits are
conducted in light of findings of annual civil

monitoring reports written as part of the project,
and of evaluation reports distributed during
annual conferences.
In terms of carrying out international advocacy
activities, reports are shared with and visits are
made to the European Union, Organization for
Security and Co-operation in Europe, and other
related civil society organizations.
A national conference is held at the end of each
year of the project; conferences are open to sector
representatives,
journalists,
academicians,
journalism students, and beneficiaries of support
mechanisms. Participants are invited directly or
through open calls.
Each year a “Journalism Professional Honour
Award” is presented to a journalist who has
devoted themselves and made long-term
contributions to freedom of expression and
freedom of the media in Turkey.
A Press House has been established in the
Association of Journalists’ premises. The Press
House has a common work area where the
project’s target groups can come together and
benefit from computers, software and expertise
support while also making use of a studio and a
meeting room.
The Press House also hosts capacity building
trainings for journalists.
Local trainings are also carried out in cooperation
with non-governmental organizations operating
in the media field to improve the capacities of
journalists. These local trainings are conducted
in collaboration with local journalists’ association
that the Association of Journalists is already in
collaboration with.
The Press House hosts weekly “Journalists’
Meetings” for journalists to improve solidarity,
establish networks and share information.

Association of Journalists
Media for Democracy, Democracy for Media Project Üsküp
Caddesi No: 35 Çankaya / Ankara

+ 90 312 427 15 22

www.media4democracy.org
www.gc-tr.org
www.24saatgazetesi.com

facebook.com/media4democracy

instagram.com/media4democracy
youtube.com/media4democracy

Click for the reports published within the scope of Media for Democracy,
Democracy for Media Project.
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